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4.20 SANTA CLARA RIVER CORRIDOR ANALYSIS

1. SUMMARY

The Vista Canyon project proposes residential, non-residential, and infrastructure development within portions of

the project site that are currently within the boundary of the existing Santa Clara River Significant Ecological Area

(SEA) on site.1 This existing SEA overlay generally corresponds to the limits of the Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA) 100-year floodplain elevation.

Based on detailed biota surveys completed for the proposed project, the existing SEA/FEMA overlay boundary does

not correspond to the sensitive riparian and jurisdictional resources within the project site. Therefore, the project

proposes a General Plan Amendment, which would revise both the land use designation for the Vista Canyon

property to SP (Specific Plan), and adjust the existing SEA/FEMA overlay boundary to correspond to the area to be

designated SP-OS (open space within the Santa Clara River Corridor). Proposed project impacts to biological

resources within the existing SEA/FEMA overlay area would not be considered significant because the project

design proposes to minimize impacts to jurisdictional and sensitive riparian-associated resources on site, and assure

project compatibility with ongoing ecological functions of the post-project SEA/FEMA overlay area. In addition, the

project's proposed development footprint corresponds to and preserves and enhances the sensitive biological and

jurisdictional resources present within the River Corridor on the project site, and is designed to: (a) be compatible

with the sensitive biological resources present, including the set aside of undisturbed areas; (b) maintain the Santa

Clara River watercourse in a natural state; (c) maintain the existing east-west wildlife movement area within the

Santa Clara River Corridor; (d) preserve adequate buffer areas between proposed development and sensitive natural

resources; and (e) ensure that roads and utilities are designed to reduce or avoid impacts to sensitive biological and

jurisdictional resources.

2. INTRODUCTION

The study area includes those portions of the project site that are currently located within the existing

SEA/FEMA overlay boundary on site. Consistent with City of Santa Clarita requirements for a project site

containing on-site areas within an SEA, the project site and vicinity were thoroughly evaluated in

detailed biota surveys, studies, and reports completed for the proposed project. Those on-site areas

within the existing SEA/FEMA overlay area were evaluated, and it was determined that the actual site

conditions documented in the detailed biota surveys/studies make it appropriate to adjust the existing

1 The County of Los Angeles (County) designated in its General Plan five locations in the Santa Clarita Valley as

SEAs. The Santa Clara River SEA is one of two designated SEAs that occur within the boundary of the City of

Santa Clarita. (City of Santa Clarita, Open Space and Conservation Element, 1999, p. OS-5.) Within County

unincorporated areas, the Santa Clara River SEA is also known as “SEA 23.”
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SEA/FEMA overlay boundary on site to correspond to the sensitive resources present. As indicated

previously, the project proposes a General Plan Amendment to adjust the existing SEA/FEMA overlay

boundary to more accurately correspond to the jurisdictional and sensitive riparian-associated resources

present on site as documented by the biota technical reports (described below). To properly assess the

appropriateness of the General Plan Amendment, and to comply with CEQA requirements, the impact

analysis presented below, in part, focuses on whether the project's proposed development satisfies the

City's six compatibility criteria pertaining to SEAs. (See Santa Clarita Municipal Code [SCMC], Section

17.15.020(K)(1)(2).)

The City's six compatibility criteria apply to any development proposal in an SEA. (SCMC, Section

17.15.020(K)(1); see also subsection 5.a.(2) City CEQA Guidelines below.) As stated, however, the

proposed General Plan Amendment, if approved, would adjust the existing SEA/FEMA overlay

boundary to more accurately correspond to the jurisdictional and sensitive riparian-associated resources

present on site, which is consistent with Santa Clarita Valley Area Plan provisions acknowledging that

future adjustments to identified SEA areas may be appropriate based on updated project-specific biota

surveys and reports. Nonetheless, the impact analysis presented in this section, in part, has utilized the

City's six compatibility criteria to determine if the project's proposed development would result in a

“disturbance” to the SEA under the City's local CEQA guidelines. The City's SCMC does not define

“disturbance;” therefore, for purposes of this analysis, the term “disturbance” to an SEA applies to

whether the project's proposed development satisfies the City's six compatibility criteria pertaining to

SEAs. If the project's proposed development satisfies the City's six compatibility criteria, then such

development is not considered to be a significant impact under the City's local CEQA guidelines.

(As stated below, the section's impact assessment also accounts for other significance criteria (see

subsection 5, Project Impacts), which does not require further explanation.)

This section is also intended to supplement the broader biological analysis of the proposed project's

impacts presented in Section 4.6, Biological Resources, of this EIR, and the following biota technical

reports found in Appendix 4.6 of the EIR (in chronological order):

 Biological Resources Assessment for 80-Acre Lost Canyon Property, Santa Clarita, California, prepared by

Rincon Consultants, December 2005 (Biological Assessment, 2005);

 Delineation of Federal and State Jurisdiction, City of Santa Clarita, prepared by Forde Biological

Consultants, January 2006 (Jurisdictional Delineation, 2006);

 Biological Assessment, Vista Canyon Ranch, Los Angeles County, California, prepared by Forde

Biological Consultants and Dr. Edith Read, with review, critique, and contribution by Daniel S.

Cooper (Cooper Ecological Monitoring), Dave Crawford (Compliance Biology), Ian Patrick Swift
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(Placerita Nature Center), and Ron Francis Jr. (Environmental Biology), August 2008 (Biological

Assessment, 2008); and

 Species Movement, Vista Canyon Ranch, prepared by Forde Biological Consultants, September 2009

(Species Movement Report, 2009).

In addition, this section is based on an evaluation of the existing functions and values of jurisdictional

areas referenced in the California Rapid Assessment Methodology Report, prepared by Dudek, February 2009

(CRAM Report, 2009). The section also relies on the Conceptual Wetlands Mitigation & Monitoring Plan,

prepared by Dudek, May 2009 (Wetlands Plan, 2009); and a site assessment conducted by Dudek biologists

in conjunction with preparation of both reports.

Further, this analysis has used or referenced the following additional technical reports (in chronological

order):

 Arroyo Southwestern Toad Recovery Plan Final, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, July 24, 1999 (Arroyo Toad

Plan, 1999);

 Habitat Conservation Plan for the Federally Endangered Unarmored Threespine Stickleback and Other Species

of Special Concern at the Newhall Land and Farming Company’s Crossings of the Santa Clara River, Los

Angeles and Ventura Counties, California, T.R. Haglund and J.N. Baskin, 2004 (Stickleback HCP, 2004);

 Final Designation of Critical Habitat for the Arroyo Toad Final Rule, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, April

13, 2005 (Arroyo Toad CH Designation, 2005);

 Special Status Plant Survey of Lost Canyon Property, Santa Clarita, Los Angeles County, California,

prepared by Edith Read, Ph.D., Consulting Botanist/Ecologist to Forde Biological Consultants, Inc.,

June 19, 2006 (Read Plant Survey, 2006);

 Results of Focused California Gnatcatcher Surveys, Backer Project, Los Angeles County, California,

prepared by Dave Crawford, Compliance Biology, July 27, 2006 (Gnatcatcher Survey, 2006);

 Results of Focused Western Spadefoot Toad Surveys, Backer Project, Los Angeles County, California,

prepared by Dave Crawford, Compliance Biology, July 30, 2006 (Spadefoot Survey, 2006);

 Silvery Legless Lizard Survey, Vista Canyon Ranch, Los Angeles County, California, prepared by Forde

Biological Consultants, August 2006 (Silvery Legless Lizard Survey, 2006);

 Preliminary Oak Tree Report, Vista Canyon Ranch, Los Angeles County, California, prepared by Forde

Biological Consultants, January 2007 (Preliminary Oak Tree Report, 2007);

 Results of Arroyo Toad Surveys, Backer Project, Los Angeles County, California, prepared by Dave

Crawford, Compliance Biology, January 23, 2007 (Arroyo Toad Survey, 2007);

 Mammal Survey Summary Letter, Vista Canyon Ranch, Los Angeles County; prepared by Dave

Crawford, Compliance Biology, October 2007 (Mammal Survey, 2007);
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 Survey for Special Status Plant Species, JSB Property, Santa Clarita, Los Angeles County, California,

prepared by Edith Read, Ph.D., E. Read and Associates, Inc., November 14, 2007 (Read Plant Survey,

2007);

 Coast Horned Lizard Survey, Vista Canyon Ranch, Los Angeles County, California, prepared by Forde

Biological Consultants, revised April 2008 (Horned Lizard Survey, 2008);

 Burrowing Owl Survey, Vista Canyon Ranch, Los Angeles County, California, prepared by Forde

Biological Consultants, revised April 2008 (Burrowing Owl Survey, 2008).

 Opinion Letter from Forde Biological Consultants (Andrew McGinn Forde), regarding surveys for

coastal California gnatcatcher on Mitchell Hill, dated April 19, 2008 (Opinion Letter, 2008).

 Report on Winter Surveys of Special-Status Bird Species on Vista Canyon Property, Los Angeles County,

California, prepared by Peter H. Bloom and Chris A. Niemela, Bloom Biological, Inc., May 2009

(Bloom Survey, 2009); and

 Western Spadefoot Toad Habitat Enhancement and Monitoring Plan, Vista Canyon Project Site, County of

Los Angeles, California, prepared by Dave Crawford, Compliance Biology, May 2009 (Spadefoot Plan,

2009);

 Slender Mariposa Lily Mitigation & Monitoring Plan, Vista Canyon, Los Angeles County, California,

prepared by Dudek, June 2009 (Lily Plan, 2009);

 Survey for Special Status Plant Species, Vista Canyon, Los Angeles County, California, prepared by

Edith Read, Ph.D., E. Read and Associates, Inc., September 10, 2009 (Read Plant Survey, 2009);

 Vista Canyon Project Off Site Oak Tree Report, City of Santa Clarita; Richard Johnson & Associates,

February 2010 (Off Site Oak Tree Report, 2010);

 City of Santa Clarita Vista Canyon Project Oak Tree Condition Status Update letter; Richard Johnson &

Associates, February 2010 (Oak Tree Report Update, 2010); and

 Vista Canyon Water Quality Technical Report, Geosyntec Consultants, May 2010 (Water Quality Report,

2010).

Finally, this analysis has used or relied on the following additional technical reports in determining

whether the predicted changes caused by the project's proposed development within the existing

SEA/FEMA overlay would cause significant impacts to the nature, amount, and location of the sensitive

biological/jurisdictional resources in the Santa Clara River Corridor portion of the proposed project:

 Vista Canyon Ranch Santa Clara River Bank Protection Drainage Concept Report and Fluvial Study, Pacific

Advanced Civil Engineering, Inc. (PACE), April 2009 (PACE Drainage/Fluvial Study, 2009);

 EIR Flood Technical Report - Santa Clara River, Pacific Advanced Civil Engineering, Inc. (PACE), June

2009 (PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009); and

 Technical Memorandum, prepared by PACE, February 24, 2010 (PACE Memorandum, 2010).
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The section begins with a summary of the regulatory setting relative to both the existing SEA/FEMA

overlay within the project site, and the federal and state regulations associated with the discharge of

dredged or fill materials into rivers/streams and waters of the United States. The section then provides an

existing conditions discussion, focusing on the resources present within the existing SEA/FEMA overlay

on the project site. Wildlife movement within the existing overlay is addressed as well. The section also is

relying on the CEQA and City significance criteria to assess the project and cumulative impacts relative to

the sensitive resources within the boundary of the existing SEA/FEMA overlay on site.

3. REGULATORY SETTING

This section summarizes the regulatory setting associated with SEAs, the FEMA 100-year floodplain, and

development within jurisdictional areas on the project site. As explained below, there are no applicable

federal or state regulations governing SEAs; however, the 100-year floodplain is governed by FEMA and

other federal regulations. There also are local County and City regulations relative to SEAs. In addition,

there is an extensive federal and state regulatory process associated with development in jurisdictional

areas on site. Each of these areas is discussed below.

a. Significant Ecological Areas

(1) Federal/State

There are no applicable federal or state regulations governing development within locally designated

SEAs.

(2) Local

To assist in protecting sensitive biological resources within unincorporated areas of the Santa Clarita

Valley, the County of Los Angeles has designated five locations in the Santa Clarita Valley as SEAs. SEAs

can be either sensitive land or aquatic habitat. The Santa Clara River SEA, or SEA 23, is only one of two

SEAs that occur within the boundary of the City of Santa Clarita. (City of Santa Clarita, Open Space and

Conservation Element, 1999, p. OS-5.)

The Santa Clara River SEA is the largest in the Santa Clarita Valley, extending through the City of Santa

Clarita and along the entire Santa Clara River watershed within Los Angeles County. A great portion of

the river channel, both through the project site and immediately upstream and downstream, is dry for

most of the year. Figure 4.20-1, Existing Santa Clara River Within Project and Vicinity, depicts the

existing Santa Clara River within the project boundary and the immediate vicinity.
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This SEA, particularly downstream of the project site where there are perennial flows, supports a variety

of natural habitats, including federal- and state-regulated jurisdictional resources. This assemblage of

vegetation is unlike that found in steeper mountain canyons and is rare in the Los Angeles basin. It also is

the only major river drainage from the San Gabriel Mountains that remains unchannelized for most of its

length. (City of Santa Clarita, Open Space and Conservation Element, 1999, p. OS-5.) The Santa Clara

River SEA was designated as an SEA primarily because of the threat of loss of suitable habitat for the

unarmored threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus williamsoni), a federal and state-listed

endangered species. The stickleback requires clean, free-flowing perennial streams and ponds

surrounded by natural vegetation. The FEMA 100-year floodplain was included in this SEA due to this

habitat. (City of Santa Clarita, Open Space and Conservation Element, 1999, p. OS-5.)

The Santa Clarita Valley Area Plan (1990) addresses SEAs within this region’s County of Los Angeles

jurisdiction. In addition, both the County and the City have compatibility criteria for development

proposed within an SEA. However, in this case, the applicant is requesting a General Plan Amendment to

adjust the SEA/FEMA overlay boundary within the project site to better correspond to the jurisdictional

and sensitive riparian-associated resources present on the project site and therefore if approved the

project would not propose development in the SEA. The County and City local regulatory processes for

development proposed in an SEA provide criteria to assist in evaluating both the merits of the applicant's

General Plan Amendment request, and the significance of impacts to sensitive resources present on site.

(a) County of Los Angeles Santa Clarita Valley Area Plan

The Santa Clarita Valley Area Plan was updated by the County of Los Angeles, Board of Supervisors, on

December 6, 1990. The Area Plan's land use classifications include Special Management Areas. These

special area designations include SEAs. The SEA boundaries were initially established at the General Plan

level. Because the original SEA selection process was based on limited field verification of actual

resources, the Area Plan acknowledged that “[f]uture additions and deletions to identified Significant

Ecological Areas may be appropriate based on updated, more detailed biotic surveys.”2 As part of the

project applicant's General Plan Amendment request, non-sensitive biological areas would be deleted

from the existing SEA/FEMA overlay boundary, so that the post-project SEA/FEMA boundary would

better correspond to the sensitive biological and jurisdictional resources present on site.

2 See, Santa Clarita Valley Area Plan (1990), p. 41.
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(b) County of Los Angeles Overview of SEAs

As background, the “Significant Ecological Area” (SEA) designation in the County is a Special

Management Area overlay to the several land use classifications set forth in the Land Use Element of the

County General Plan.3 The SEA designation generally identifies lands potentially containing important

biological resources. SEAs are not preserves; development that is compatible with the County's SEA

design compatibility criteria is permitted. Because the County's original SEA selection process was based

on limited field verification of actual resources, the General Plan also has acknowledged that “[f]uture

additions or deletions to identified Significant Ecological Areas may be appropriate based on updated,

more detailed biotic surveys.”4

Further, the County's Zoning Code has acknowledged it is not the purpose of the SEA designation to

preclude development within SEAs, but rather to ensure, to the extent possible, that such development

maintains and, where possible, enhances the sensitive biological resources present while allowing limited

controlled development within SEAs.5

In order to conserve sensitive biological resources, land development in SEAs within County areas

requires approval of a conditional use permit (CUP) and an additional level of review by an appointed

advisory group called the Significant Ecological Area Technical Advisory Committee (SEATAC).6 The

Los Angeles County Regional Planning Commission considers the SEATAC recommendations, and takes

action on the proposed development plan.7 Pursuant to the General Plan, the Commission's

recommendation for approval of proposed development within an SEA must be accompanied by a

finding that the proposed development is compatible with the sensitive biological resources identified in

the SEA.8 If the Commission cannot make such a finding, it may deny the project, call for revisions, or

approve and forward the proposal, together with a statement of overriding considerations, to the Board

of Supervisors for further review and action.9

3 Examples of other Land Use Element classifications include “Low Density Residential,” “Medium Density

Residential,” “Major Commercial,” and “Open Space.” See, General Plan Background Report, p. LU-i.

4 See, General Plan Background Report, p. OS-28, and England and Nelson, Los Angeles County Significant

Ecological Area Study, 1976, pp. 33-34.

5 See, Los Angeles County Zoning Code, ch. 22.56, section 215(B)(1).

6 See, Los Angeles County Zoning Code, ch. 22.56, section 215.

7 See, General Plan, p. LU-A14.

8 See, General Plan, p. LU-A14.

9 See, General Plan, p. LU-A14.
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(c) City of Santa Clarita Overview of SEAs

Within the City of Santa Clarita, any development proposal in an SEA is required to include a biological

study evaluating impacts on biological resources from the proposed development, and appropriate

mitigation measures. In addition, the City's Development Code requires that any such project be

designed to be highly compatible with the biological resources present, including: (a) setting aside of

appropriate and sufficient undisturbed areas; (b) maintaining watercourses and water bodies in a natural

state; (c) maintaining wildlife movement corridors; (d) retaining natural vegetative cover and/or open

space to buffer critical resource areas from the requested development; (e) providing fencing, where

necessary, to buffer important habitat areas; and (f) ensuring that roads and utilities serving the

development are designed so as not to conflict with critical resources, habitat areas, or wildlife movement

corridors. (City of Santa Clarita, Open Space and Conservation Element, 1999, Section 17.15.020(K)(1)(2).)

As with the County, under the City's compatibility criteria, SEAs are not preserves, and development is

allowed within these designated areas provided the development satisfies the City's six compatibility

criteria. (City of Santa Clarita, Open Space and Conservation Element, 1999, Section 17.15.020(K)(1)(2))

These requirements ensure that development is designed to be highly compatible with the biological

resources present in a manner that is consistent with the overall intent of the SEA program and that the

impacts of development are balanced with the conservation of important natural resources.

b. FEMA 100-Year Floodplain

Portions of the project site under existing conditions are at elevations lower than the FEMA 100-year

floodplain elevation, and, therefore, are within the 100-year floodplain identified by FEMA Flood

Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) No. 06037C0840F and 06037C0845F (September 2008) for the unincorporated

areas of Los Angeles County. (See PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009, p. 3-4.) The FEMA 100-year

floodplain boundary is based on historical runoff records as measured with stream gauges. Mapping of

the 100-year floodplain is important because FEMA and the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)

use it to establish standards for flood insurance. Under NFIP criteria, the 100-year flood elevation is the

“base flood” and any land that is outside of this 100-year, or base flood, elevation, is considered

reasonably safe and free from flood hazard. (PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009, p. 3-5.)

The project applicant has submitted an application to FEMA to determine if the project design meets the

floodplain management criteria of the NFIP regulations, and FEMA has granted the applicant a

conditional letter of map revision (CLOMR) determining that the project design meets such criteria. If the
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proposed project is approved as designed, FEMA has preliminarily determined that a revision to the

effective Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) would be warranted.10

c. Discharge of Dredged or Fill into Waters/Streams

The discharge of dredged or fill materials into streams, waters, or wetlands is regulated under several

federal and state statutes, which are discussed below.

(1) Federal

(a) Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. subsection 1251, et seq.)

Section 401 of the Clean Water Act. The Clean Water Act (CWA), section 401, requires any applicant for

a federal license or permit to conduct any activity that may result in any discharge into navigable waters

must obtain a state water quality certification. The CWA section 401 water quality certification provides

states and authorized tribes with authority to address aquatic resource impacts of federally issued

licenses and permits for any activity that may result in a discharge to waters of the United States until the

state or tribe where the discharge would originate has granted or waived the section 401 certification.11

The granting or waiver of the certification is based in part on the federal agency's project's compliance

with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) approved water quality standards, as well as state

water quality standards (e.g., beneficial uses, water quality objectives, and anti-degradation policy).

Pertinent examples of federal permits subject to section 401 certification include CWA section 402

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits in states where the U.S. EPA

administers the permitting program; and CWA section 404 permits issued by the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers (Corps) for discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States.

Section 402 of the Clean Water Act. The CWA prohibits the discharge of pollutants to “waters of the

United States” from any point source unless the discharge is in compliance with a NPDES permit. The

CWA, section 402, requires a NPDES permit for the discharge of stormwater from municipal separate

storm sewer systems (MS4) serving urban areas with a population greater than 100,000; construction sites

that disturb 1 acre or more; and industrial facilities. The Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB)

administers these permits with oversight provided by the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB)

and U.S. EPA, Region IX.

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. Section 404 of the CWA authorizes the Secretary of the Army, acting

through the Corps, to issue a permit regulating the discharge of dredged or fill materials into waters of

10 See letters from FEMA to both the City of Santa Clarita and the County of Los Angeles, dated November 13,

2009, found in this EIR, Appendix 4.20.

11 The term “waters of the United States” is defined in USEPA and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' (Corps)

regulations (40 C.F.R. § 230.3, subd. (s); 33 C.F.R. § 328.3, subd. (a)), and applies to all CWA programs.
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the United States. The lateral limits of the Corps' jurisdiction in non-title waters under section 404 of the

CWA are defined by the “ordinary high-water mark” (OHWM) unless adjacent wetlands are present. The

OHWM is a line on the shore or edge of a channel established by the fluctuations of water and indicated

by physical characteristics such as a clear, natural line impressed upon the bank, shelving, changes in the

character of soil, destruction of vegetation, or the presence of debris. (33 C.F.R. section 328.3, subd. (e).)

As such, waters are recognized in the field by the presence of a defined watercourse with appropriate

physical and topographic features. If wetlands occur within, or adjacent to, waters of the United States,

the lateral limits of the Corps' jurisdiction will extend beyond the OHWM to the outer edge of the

wetlands (33 C.F.R. section 328.4, subd. (c)).The upstream limit of jurisdiction in the absence of adjacent

wetlands is the point beyond which the OHWM is no longer perceptible. (33 C.F.R. section 328.4; see also

51 Fed. Reg. 41217.)

The CWA section 404(b)(1) Guidelines govern the issuance of permits authorizing the discharge of fill

material into waters of the United States, and state that:

[N]o discharge of dredged or fill material shall be permitted if there is a

practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which would have less

adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem, so long as the alternative does

not have other significant adverse environmental consequences. (40

C.F.R. § 230.10, subd. (a).)

Under the section 404(b)(1) Guidelines, the applicant must demonstrate avoidance or minimization of

impacts to waters of the United States to the maximum extent practicable. Under the above requirements,

the Corps can only issue a CWA section 404 permit for the “least environmentally damaging practicable

alternative” (LEDPA). In addition, the Corps is prohibited from issuing a permit that is contrary to the

public interest. (33 C.F.R. section 320.4.)

The section 404(b)(1) Guidelines also extend additional protection to certain rare and/or sensitive aquatic

habitats. These are termed “special aquatic sites,” and include six categories: sanctuaries and refuges,

wetlands, mudflats, vegetated shallows, coral reefs, and riffle/pool complexes. (40 C.F.R.

subsection 230.40-230.45.) For proposed activities involving discharges into special aquatic sites, the

Guidelines require consideration of whether the activity is dependent on access or proximity to, or siting

within, a special aquatic site in order to fulfill its basic project purpose. If an activity is determined not to

be water dependent, the Guidelines establish the following two presumptions (40 C.F.R. section 230.10,

subd. (a)(3)), which the applicant is required to rebut in addition to satisfying the alternatives analysis

requirements:

 That practicable alternatives not involving discharges of fill material into special aquatic sites are

presumed to be available; and
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 That all practicable alternatives to the proposed discharge not involving a discharge into a special

aquatic site are presumed to have less adverse impacts on the aquatic ecosystem.

For non-water-dependent projects, the applicant must rebut these presumptions in order to demonstrate

compliance with the section 404(b)(1) Guidelines.

(2) State

(a) Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act; California Water Code

subsection 13000-14957

This Act establishes the SWRCB and the Regional Boards as the principal state agencies with

responsibility for the coordination and control of water quality. The RWQCB has jurisdiction over water

quality within the region of the proposed project. The RWQCB has developed the Water Quality Control

Plan (Basin Plan) for the Los Angeles Region,12 which guides conservation and enhancement of water

resources, and establishes beneficial uses for surface waters within the region. Beneficial uses, and the

water quality objectives necessary to sustain those beneficial uses, are designated for receiving waters

(groundwater and surface waters). Compliance with the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act is

discussed further in Section 4.8.1, Water Quality, of this EIR.

(b) Stormwater Permit

In 2001, the RWQCB issued a NPDES Permit and Waste Discharge Requirements (Order No. 01-182)

under the CWA and the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act for discharges of urban runoff in

public storm drains in Los Angeles County. The Permittees are Los Angeles County and the cities within

the County. This permit regulates stormwater discharges from MS4s in the Project area. The NPDES

Permit details requirements for new development and significant redevelopment, including specific

sizing criteria for treatment BMPs and hydromodification control requirements. The U.S. EPA has

defined hydromodification as the alteration of the hydrologic characteristics of surface waters, which, in

turn, could cause degradation of water resources. Stormwater permitting and compliance is discussed in

more detail in Section 4.8.1, Water Quality, of this EIR.

The MS4 Permit, part 4, section D.1, notes that increased volume, velocity, and discharge duration of

stormwater runoff from developed areas may potentially accelerate downstream erosion and impair

habitat-related beneficial uses in “Natural Drainage Systems.” Natural Drainage Systems are defined by

12 California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region 4, Water Quality Control Plan for the Los

Angeles Region, February 23, 1995. The Basin Plan is available for public inspection and review at the City of

Santa Clarita, Community Development Department, 23920 Valencia Boulevard, Suite 302, City of Santa Clarita,

California 91355, and incorporated by reference.
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the MS4 Permit to include the Santa Clara River. Section D.1 of the MS4 Permit stipulates that Permittees

must control post-development peak stormwater runoff discharge rates, velocities, and durations in

Natural Drainage Systems to prevent accelerated stream erosion and protect stream habitat.

(c) Fish & Game Code, subsection 1601-1605

Section 1602, subdivision (a), of the California Fish and Game Code states that it is unlawful for an entity

to “substantially divert or obstruct the natural flow of, or substantially change or use any material from

the bed, channel, or bank of, any river, stream, or lake” without first notifying the California Department

of Fish and Game (CDFG) of that activity. Thereafter, if CDFG determines and informs the entity that the

activity will not substantially adversely affect any existing fish or wildlife resource, the entity may

commence the activity without a streambed alteration agreement. (Fish and Game Code, section 1602,

subd. (a)(4)(A).) If, however, CDFG determines that the activity may substantially adversely affect an

existing fish or wildlife resource, the entity will need to obtain a streambed alteration agreement from the

CDFG before it may commence the activity. In that case, CDFG will include in the streambed alteration

agreement measures necessary to protect the affected resources. (Fish and Game Code, section 1602,

subd. (a)(4)(B).)

CDFG has interpreted the term “streambed” to encompass all portions of the bed, banks, and channel of

any stream, including intermittent and ephemeral streams, extending laterally to the upland edge of

riparian vegetation. The upstream limit of CDFG's asserted jurisdiction is the point upstream of which

there is no evidence of a defined bed and bank, and riparian vegetation is not present.

It should be noted that the Corps' CWA section 404 jurisdiction is a subset of CDFG's section 1600

jurisdiction. Although the two may be coterminous, the CDFG jurisdictional area will never be smaller

than that defined using the Corps' OHWM criterion.

Fish and Game Code section 1600, et seq. does not specifically contain provisions regulating activities that

would impact wetlands, isolated areas containing riparian vegetation, or wetland hydrology. The Fish

and Game Code has no analogue to the “special aquatic site” concept found in the CWA.

The California Fish and Game Commission policy regarding wetlands resources, updated in August,

2005, states that “it is the policy of the Fish and Game Commission to seek to provide for the protection,

preservation, restoration, enhancement and expansion of wetland habitat in California” and to “strongly

discourage development in or conversion of wetlands.” As a result, although the Commission has no

independent statutory permitting authority related to wetlands, the policy underscores that the

Commission does not support wetland development proposals unless “project mitigation assures there
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will be 'no net loss' of either wetland habitat values or acreage” and “prefers mitigation which would

achieve expansion of wetland acreage and enhancement of wetland habitat values.”

In conjunction with the development of this Commission policy, and recognizing again that the

Commission and CDFG do not possess wetlands-specific regulatory permitting authority, CDFG

recommended in its trustee capacity for fish and wildlife resources, and the Commission adopted, a

policy on the retention of wetland acreage and habitat values. To mitigate for lost wetland acreage, the

Commission adopted a policy that no less than 1 acre of wetland should be created from non-wetland

habitat for each acre of wetlands lost to development. To mitigate for lost wetland habitat values, the

policy recommends four approaches to mitigation in order of preference: (1) in-kind, on-site; (2) in-kind,

off-site; (3) out-of-kind, on-site; and (4) out-of-kind, off-site. In-kind compensation would properly

consider existing habitat values at the project site and utilize a habitat evaluation procedure to assure that

representative species or species groups would not be negatively affected (i.e., that no reduction in habitat

value for those species would occur). If out-of-kind compensation is determined to be superior from a

regional perspective, the policy indicates there is no need to show equivalency between lost habitat

values at the project site compared to those that would be created at the mitigation site. Against this

backdrop, on-site, in-kind mitigation has been CDFG's long-standing preference to offset impacts to

riparian resources, including wetlands.

(3) Local

The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (DPW) is responsible for the design, construction,

operation, maintenance, and repair of roads, bridges, sewers, flood control, water quality, and other

facilities, and for the design and construction of capital projects. Additional responsibilities include

regulatory and ministerial programs for the County of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County Flood Control

District, other special districts, and contract cities that request services.

The DPW has developed specific design, operation, and maintenance criteria for stormwater

management facilities. The Project Preparation Instruction Manual for Drainage Facilities (DPW, 1988)

states that the criteria for stormwater management facility design must be from the following Los

Angeles County Flood Control District and Department Manuals:

 Project Preparation Instruction Manual (February, 1988);

 Hydraulic Design Manual (March, 1982);

 Structural Design Manual (April, 1982);

 Pump Station Design Manual; and
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 Debris Dams and Basins Design Manual (January, 1983).

The Project Preparation Manual states that deviations from DPW design criteria as provided in the above

manuals must be submitted to the DPW for approval prior to use.

The DPW also has developed requirements for hydrologic design of flood control and stormwater

management facilities. The County's Hydrology Manual, Sedimentation Manual, and Addendum to the 1991

Hydrology/Sedimentation Manual were last updated in January 2006.

As stated above, the MS4 Permit (Part 4, Section D.1) notes that increased volume, velocity, and discharge

duration of stormwater runoff from developed areas may potentially accelerate downstream erosion and

impair habitat-related beneficial uses in Natural Drainage Systems. Natural Drainage Systems are defined

by the permit to include the Santa Clara River. As a result, section D.1 stipulates that Permittees must

control post-development peak stormwater runoff discharge rates, velocities, and durations in Natural

Drainage Systems to prevent accelerated stream erosion, and to protect stream habitat.

In addition to meeting this required level of flood protection, all development in the Santa Clara River

watershed must meet standards adopted by the DPW for the River and its major tributaries, including

those identified in the County's Sedimentation Manual. Further, properties adjacent to the Santa Clara

River that include facilities along and across a segment of the river must meet the County standard of not

increasing floodplain water surface and/or velocity for adjacent and off-site property owners unless

adequate mitigation or a drainage acceptance letter is provided.

Finally, the City of Santa Clarita and DPW have required the project applicant to prepare detailed

hydraulic and fluvial modeling for the proposed study reach of the Santa Clara River, including

modeling for the Capital Flood. The City and DPW had three stated purposes for requesting this fluvial

analysis:

 Verify applicability of the Los Angeles County Design Manual (and Hydrology Manual and

Sedimentation Manual) top and toe elevation calculations for this reach of the Santa Clara River;

 Establish proposed riverbank protection with horizontal and vertical (top and toe elevations of the

bank protection) alignments;

 Provide a level of understanding for the Vista Canyon reach fluvial mechanics relative to existing

conditions and the proposed Vista Canyon build-out conditions to identify any major project impacts.

As part of the proposed project, PACE prepared both the required flood control and fluvial reports.

Please refer to the PACE Drainage/Fluvial Study, 2009 and the PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009 (EIR,

Appendix 4.2).
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4. EXISTING CONDITIONS

The approximate 185-acre project site is located within a study reach along the Santa Clara River, which is

between the SR-14 Bridge over the river to the west and the Sand Canyon Road Bridge over the river to

the east. Figure 4.20-2, Limits of Santa Clara River Study Reach, depicts the limits of this study reach of

the Santa Clara River. Figure 4.20-2a, Corps Jurisdictional Delineation Limits Relative to Project site,

depicts the Corps jurisdictional delineation limits within the project site and the existing SEA/FEMA

overlay boundary on site. Figure 4.20-2b, CDFG Jurisdictional Delineation Limits Relative to Project

site, depicts the same information with respect to the CDFG jurisdictional delineation limits.

a. Drainage Areas and Watercourses

The Santa Clara River bisects the project site, which is located within a 191-square mile contributing

drainage to the 1,634-square mile Santa Clara River watershed. This area represents less than 0.02 percent

of the Santa Clara River watershed basin. (See PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009, p. 3-1.) Rainfall in the

tributary area is an annual average of approximately 17 inches and generally occurs in the winter months.

As shown in Figure 4.20-3, Existing Conditions Drainage Sub-basins, runoff flows to and through seven

minor contributing drainage areas on site via sheet flows to the Santa Clara River. Aside from the Santa

Clara River, there are no drainages within the project site under the jurisdiction of the Corps or CDFG.

(1) Santa Clara River

As stated, the reach of the Santa Clara River through the project site is dry except after periods of heavy

rainfall, generally occurring during the winter months. Storm runoff may vary significantly from year-to-

year. Portions of the project site reach of the Santa Clara River have multiple channels (braided), which

are characterized by sediment loads, bank erodibility, and intense and intermittent runoff conditions.

Combined with the relatively flat gradient of the Santa Clara River in the project area, the river has a

potential to aggrade (deposit sediment) at low flow velocities and degrade (remove sediment) with high

velocity flow.

Velocities and water surface elevations in the Santa Clara River vary based on various hydraulic and

hydrologic parameters. In general, velocity and depth along the river will increase with higher discharge.

Velocity and cross-sectional flow area rate of increases do not correspond to the rate of discharge

increases because the wide river channel allows flood flows to spread out with increasing discharge.
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Existing flow rates from observed data for the Santa Clara River during 2-year, 5-year, 10-year, 20-year,

50-year, 100-year, and Capital Flood storm events are compiled in Table 4.20-1, Existing River Flows at

Upstream Limit of Study Area.

Table 4.20-1

Existing River Flows at Upstream Limit of Study Area

Recurrence Interval Flow Discharge Rate (cfs)

2-Year1 760

5-Year1 3,633

10-Year1 4,200

20-Year1 7,600

50-Year1 12,200

100-Year2 21,690

Capital Flood3 46,410

Source: PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009 (see EIR, Appendix 4.2).
1 Existing flows from Corps, Santa Clara River Adopted Discharge Frequency Values. Adopted May 3, 1994 by the Corps, the Ventura

County Flood Control Department, and the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works.
2 100-year flow obtained from the City of Santa Clarita
3 DPW Published Capitol Flood Design Flows

(2) On-Site Contributing Drainage Areas

Flows discharge from the project site to the Santa Clara River from approximately 7 minor drainage areas

that are separated into two sub-basins based on their location relative to the river. Three of the seven

minor drainage areas are located south of the river and the remaining four minor drainage areas are

located north of the river. The acreage for each of the existing drainage sub-basins is provided in Table

4.20-2, Existing On-site Drainages and Runoff Quantities.

Table 4.20-2

Existing On-site Drainages and Runoff Quantities

Basins Area (acres) Qbb (cfs) Q/A (cfs/acre)

North 20.8 43.6 2.1

South 315.5 594.0 1.9

Total 336.3 637.6 1.9

Source: PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009 (see EIR, Appendix 4.2).
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(3) Off-Site Contributing Drainages

The approximate 185-acre project site is part of a 191-square mile contributing drainage area to the 1,634-

square-mile Santa Clara River watershed. Runoff flows to and through the study reach via sheet flows

and natural concentrated flows. The Capital Flood on the Santa Clara River is 46,410 cubic feet per second

(cfs) at the upstream end of the study reach. The project site peak existing (burned and bulk) flow rate is

approximately 43.6 cfs from north bank basins and 594.0 cfs from south bank basins. Therefore, Capital

Flood flows from the project site are approximately 1.4 percent of the river Capital Flood discharge rate at

the project site. (See PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009, p. 3-4.)

b. Active River Channel and River Corridor

A reach of the Santa Clara River traverses through the project site, and is under the jurisdiction of the

Corps and CDFG. This reach is dry except after periods of heavy rainfall, generally occurring during the

winter months. As a result, the portion of the river within the project site is not suitable habitat for the

stickleback or other aquatic or semi-aquatic species (See Biological Assessment, 2008, Ex. L, p. 1.)

The active channel of the Santa Clara River varies based on various hydraulic and hydrologic parameters.

Based on modeling, the width of flow in the active channel of the river varies between 20 and 60 feet,

which generally corresponds to a 2-year storm event. The modeling also shows several braids with flows

during a 2-year storm event. For purposes of this analysis, the Santa Clara River channel, or active

channel, is defined as this 20- to 60-foot-wide braided channel.

In contrast, the Santa Clara River Corridor encompasses the active channel and extends north and south

to include jurisdictional areas located beyond, and elevated above, the active channel (River Corridor).

The River Corridor width was analyzed in the PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009. As shown in that report,

regionally, the width of the River Corridor has increased considerably over the years, from an average

width of 456 feet in 1929 to an average width of 624 feet in 2008, likely due to changes in historical land

use.13 As noted below, in the post-project condition, the reach of the Santa Clara River within the project

site would retain an average width of approximately 775 feet, or approximately 1.7 times wider than in

1929. For purposes of this analysis, the River Corridor is defined to encompass this approximate 775-foot-

wide area.

13 In the 1900s, farming/agricultural occurred closer to the active channel. Since that time, active farming/

agriculture in the project vicinity has been replaced by urban uses, and such urban uses, generally, are located

outside the limits of the active channel.
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As detailed in Section 1.0, Project Description, of this EIR, the project proposes the following

development within the River Corridor: (a) placement of buried soil cement bank protection, or buried

bank stabilization, along portions of the north and south sides of the Santa Clara River Corridor; (b)

construction of the Vista Canyon Road Bridge (including abutments); (c) removal of the old rail and wire

revetment structures along with other existing flood control improvements located within the River

Corridor; and (d) raising of the land area encompassing the buried bank stabilization, so that it is elevated

above the County Q-Cap and FEMA 100-year floodplain elevation line. Slopes above the bank

stabilization would be revegetated with native and upland vegetation as appropriate and temporarily

irrigated.

c. Description of Existing Vegetation Communities

Methodology and Nomenclature. The vegetation types described in this section are primarily based on

field observations from March, April, and May of 2008 and 2009. Vegetation classifications for California

generally follow the system endorsed by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).14 The

“Series” classification of Sawyer and Keeler-Wolfe is used where such a designation appears to be

accurate based on visual estimation of plant cover. However, because some on-site vegetation types do

not fit standard classifications, the Sawyer and Keeler-Wolfe methodology was used to modify the names

of vegetation types to accurately reflect field observations. The classifications described in this section are

based on dominance of species in the tree, shrub, and herbaceous strata. In cases of open woodland or

scrub, the understory plant community is included in the name, such as “Coast Live Oak-Grassland.” In

cases of shrub-dominated vegetation, common species are included in the vegetation name, such as

“California Sagebrush-California Buckwheat.” In cases where a woody perennial species is an obvious

part of the vegetation alliance, but has sparse cover, the species is included in parentheses in the

vegetation name. Where appropriate for a given vegetation type, a cross-reference to the older California

Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB)/Holland community classification system of the CDFG is provided.

Further detail regarding the characteristics of the vegetation types on the project site are found in the

Biological Assessment, 2008, pp. 5-7.

Overview and Vegetation History. Vegetation across the project site reflects a confluence of topographic,

hydrologic, climatic, and human disturbance factors. The Santa Clara River occupies portions of the

northern half of the project site. (Biological Assessment, 2008, p. 4.) Much of the central portion of the

project site is relatively flat and adjacent to the Santa Clara River Corridor. A small hill north of the river,

locally referred to as Mitchell Hill, is an outlying fragment of the Sierra Pelona mountain system to the

north, which has become isolated by roads and development. South of the river, two small hills represent

14 Sawyer, J.O. and T. Keeler-Wolfe, 1995. A Manual of California Vegetation, California Native Plant Society.
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fragments of the northwestern San Gabriel Mountain foothills. Elevations across the project site range

from about 1,470 feet (~ 450 meters) to about 1,580 feet (~ 480 meters). (Biological Assessment, 2008, p. 4.)

Recent activities including dumping, off-road vehicle activity, and utility construction/maintenance, have

significantly disturbed remaining vegetation communities on site and have resulted in a complex mix of

native and non-native vegetation types or disturbed land. Figure 4.20-4, Vegetation Types on the Vista

Canyon Project Site, depicts vegetation types present on the project site.

The on-site jurisdictional vegetation communities include Riparian Scrub (active floodplain) and Alluvial

Scrub (terrace). (Wetlands Plan, 2009, p. 4.) Aside from the Santa Clara River, there are no drainages

within the project site under the jurisdiction of the Corps or CDFG. Based on the Wetlands Plan, 2009,

page 11, the active floodplain is composed of multiple braided channels and alluvial deposits consisting

of a relatively low cover of herbaceous annual vegetation with occasional, sparsely spaced emergent

shrubs and trees. The floodplain terraces also are composed of relatively sparse vegetation, but include

significant stands of alluvial scrub species such as scalebroom (Lepidospartum squamatum), California

buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum), Deerweed (Lotus scoparius), and Whipple’s yucca (Yucca whipplei).

Due to substantial site disturbance (discussed below), the existing functions and values for wildlife are

somewhat diminished. However, these vegetation communities still provide nesting, feeding, and

breeding opportunities for various aquatic, terrestrial, and avian animals. In addition to a variety of

common wildlife species known to occur on site (Biological Assessment, 2008), one sensitive species was

documented within the jurisdictional areas, including coast horned lizard (Phrynosoma coronatum).15

The jurisdictional areas also provide functions and values typical of channel and floodplain

environments, including energy dissipation during storm flow events, nutrient cycling, uptake of

elements and compounds, entrapment of sediments, and hydrologic variation in flow patterns.16 Further,

as discussed below, these areas would function to maintain the use of the Santa Clara River as a major

east-west open space/wildlife movement corridor.17

As stated, the vegetation communities on site have been subject to repeated disturbance from utility

construction and maintenance, illegal dumping, unauthorized off-road vehicle activity, flood

management activities, and natural fluvial processes characteristic of the Santa Clara River floodplain.

(Wetlands Plan, 2009, p. 4; Biological Assessment, 2008, p. 4.) Consequently, vegetation communities

throughout the majority of the site are either disturbed or in an early successional state. (Wetlands Plan,

15 Wetlands Plan, 2009, p. 11.

16 Wetlands Plan, 2009, p. 11.

17 See Species Movement Report, 2009.
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2009, p. 4.) Figure 4.20-5, Photograph Location Map, and Figures 4.20-5a through 4.20-5f, Site Photos,

provide representative photographs of the highly disturbed areas within the project reach of the Santa

Clara River.

d. Description of the Santa Clara River SEA/FEMA Overlay

The Santa Clara River SEA overlay encompasses the entire Los Angeles County reach of the Santa Clara

River, primarily within unincorporated areas of Los Angeles County. This SEA covers the length of the

river and, with the watershed extensions, encompasses a wide variety of topographic features and habitat

types. The orientation and extent of the SEA also consists of the surface and subsurface hydrology of the

Santa Clara River, from its headwater tributaries and watershed basin to the point at which it exits Los

Angeles County jurisdiction into Ventura County.18

The segment of the Santa Clara River through the City of Santa Clarita is a dry channel except after

periods of heavy rainfall, generally occurring during the winter months. This segment, nonetheless,

supports relatively intact stands of alluvial sage scrub, riparian woodland, and southern riparian scrub in

various areas in and along the River Corridor. The dry zones are also important to the continued genetic

isolation of the unarmored threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus williamsoni), a federal- and state-

listed endangered species.19 This species formerly occurred in the Los Angeles, San Gabriel, and Santa

Ana Rivers, but is now restricted to the San Francisquito Canyon, four segments of the upper Santa Clara

River watershed (upstream and downstream of the project site), and the San Antonio Creek (Santa

Barbara County). The stickleback requires clear, free-flowing, perennial streams with associated pools

surrounded by natural vegetation to provide adequate cover and food supply.20 Consistent with City

policy, the existing FEMA 100-year floodplain elevation line is co-terminus with the present SEA overlay

within the project site (see Figure 4.20-2, above).

18 See, City of Santa Clarita, Open Space and Conservation Element Amendment (February 23, 1999), p. OS-5; and

see City's Conservation and Open Space Element Draft (October 2008), p. CO-27.

19 See, City of Santa Clarita, Open Space and Conservation Element Amendment (February 23, 1999), p. OS-5; and

see City's Conservation and Open Space Element Draft (October 2008), p. CO-112-113.

20 Biological Assessment, 2008, Exhibit L, p. 1.
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The existing boundary of the SEA/FEMA overlay within the project site is shown on Figure 4.20-2, above.

Approximately 96 acres of the approximate 185-acre project site is located within the existing SEA/FEMA

overlay. As described in greater detail below, portions of the existing SEA/FEMA overlay located on site

contain areas not characteristic of the sensitive biological resources for which the SEA was established.

For example, developed land, disturbed land (ruderal), and non-native grasslands (herbaceous series)

represent over 33% (or over 32 acres) of the 96 acres within the existing SEA/FEMA overlay area on the

Vista Canyon project site.

e. Description of On-Site Wetland Functional Assessment

As part of the project planning effort, Dudek evaluated existing functions and values of the on-site

jurisdictional areas, using a wetland functional assessment for the proposed project. This assessment used

the most recent version of the California Rapid Assessment Method (CRAM) for wetlands, version 5.0.2,

as described in the Dudek CRAM Report, 2009. The CRAM for wetlands is a diagnostic tool used to

evaluate the existing condition of wetlands and riparian habitats within a project area compared to

achievable wetlands functions/values after implementation of the project's development design.21

(1) Attributes and Metrics Used in the CRAM Wetland Functional Assessment

The CRAM is used to assess and monitor the condition of wetlands and riparian habitats using visual

indicators in the field. CRAM identifies six major wetland classes (or types), and establishes Assessment

Areas within each wetland class. Each wetland class has a particular set of narrative descriptions used to

assist in scoring an established Assessment Area. CRAM provides a means of assessing wetland

conditions based on field observations that correlate to quantitative measures of wetland function,

condition, or beneficial use that vary predictably along gradients of environmental stress. Stressors such

as habitat conversion, biological invasion, hydromodification, and pollution, are anthropogenic causes of

changes in wetland function.

CRAM scores are based on best-fit narrative descriptions of habitat condition for a variety of

metrics/submetrics within four universal attributes: (a) Buffer and Landscape Context; (b) Hydrology; (c)

Physical Structure; and (d) Biotic Structure. Table 4.20-3, CRAM Attributes and Metrics, presents the

four attributes and 14 metrics/submetrics developed for CRAM. According to the CRAM Report, 2009,

page 9, these attributes and metrics/submetrics “reflect the common, visible characteristics of all wetlands

21 The CRAM was developed through collaborations among the San Francisco Estuary Institute, the Southern

California Coastal Water Research Project, the Central Coast District of the California Coastal Commission, and

the Moss Landing Marine Laboratory. Funding was provided mainly by the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency (USEPA) through Clean Water Act (CWA) section 104b(3) grants administered by USEPA, Region IX. A

detailed description of the CRAM is provided in the Wetlands Plan, 2009, pp. 9-10.
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in all regions of California, based on the conceptual models of wetland form and function (Collins, et al.,

2008).”

Table 4.20-3

CRAM Attributes and Metrics

Attributes Metrics

Landscape Connectivity

Submetric A: Percent of Assessment Area with Buffer

Submetric B: Average Buffer Width
Buffer and Landscape Context

Buffer

Submetric C: Buffer Condition

Water Source

Hydroperiod or Channel StabilityHydrology

Hydrologic Connectivity

Structural Patch Richness
Physical

Topographic Complexity

Submetric A: Number of Plant Layers Present or Native

Species Richness (vernal pools only)

Submetric B: Number of Co-dominant Species

Plant

Community

Submetric C: Percent Invasion

Horizontal Interspersion and Zonation

Structure

Biotic

Vertical Biotic Structure

Source: Collins et al. 2008; and see CRAM Report, 2009, p. 9.

Letter scores ranging from A to D are assigned to each metric/submetric to reflect alternative states of

function. For each metric/submetric, the letter score is converted into the corresponding numeric score:

A=12, B=9, C=6, and D=3. The score for an attribute is calculated as the sum of the values for the chosen

narratives of the attribute’s component metrics/submetrics, and the attribute scores are tallied into an

overall site score. The overall site score represents the condition of an Assessment Area relative to its best

possible condition. The total score is utilized to: (a) understand the overall distribution of scores

throughout the project area; (b) evaluate the quality of Assessment Areas without the need for weighting

of scores; and (c) organize Assessment Areas into general quality groups, such as high-, medium-, and

low-scoring, as appropriate. CRAM also provides guidelines for identifying the stressors that might

account for any low site scores. Each final attribute score has a potential maximum value of 1.00.

In general, under existing Assessment Area conditions, the Buffer and Landscape Context attribute score

ranged from 75 percent to 95 percent of its maximum value; the Hydrology attribute scored 84 percent of
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its maximum value; the Physical Structure attribute score ranged from 75 percent to 88 percent of its

maximum value; and the Biotic Structure attribute score ranged from 37 percent to 47 percent of its

maximum value. Under existing conditions, the total overall CRAM score for the Assessment Areas

within the project reach ranged from 73 percent to 74 percent of their maximum value.

The results of the post-project CRAM analysis are presented in this section, below. Please refer to

subsection 5, Project Impacts, above.

f. Description of Wildlife Movement Along the Santa Clara River SEA

The Santa Clara River channel, its alluvial terraces, and major tributaries together form an important east-

west wildlife movement zone through Los Angeles and Ventura counties. Mobile species can enter the

river basin along its length (outside of developed areas) and proceed in either direction without having to

pass through narrow culverts or blind channels, with continuous vegetative cover and only short

stretches of dry substrates. The overall drainage course provides a continuum of aquatic and terrestrial

movement opportunities, shelter, forage, and resident habitat from the mouth of the river at Ventura to

the Antelope Valley. The drainage course connects to both districts of the Angeles National Forest, and

links together two large public resource preserves (Vasquez Rocks and Placerita County Natural

Areas).22

Based on the Species Movement Report, 2009, the Santa Clara River runs east-west, traverses the north side

of the project site, and connects two regional linkages, the San Gabriel-Castaic Connector and the Santa

Monica-Sierra Madre Connector, as identified in the work completed by the California Wilderness

Coalition, which began with the Missing Linkages Conference on November 2, 2000, and culminated in

regional designs for movement throughout California.23 Further detailed information pertinent to

wildlife movement east and west along the Santa Clara River is provided below.

(1) Movement East Along the Santa Clara River

According to the Species Movement Report, 2009, for wildlife to move east from the project site, it must

move along the Santa Clara River. There are no other opportunities for wildlife to move east from the

project site, as it is directly adjacent to the present community of Sand Canyon and other existing

residential and commercial development at SR-14 and Sand Canyon Road. The Sand Canyon Road

Bridge spans the Santa Clara River and does not present a physical barrier. There are no other physical

22 City of Santa Clarita, Conservation and Open Space Element, Draft (October 2008), p. CO-113.

23 Penrod, K., R. Hunter, and M. Merrifield. 2001. Missing Linkages: Restoring Connectivity to the California Landscape,

Conference Proceedings. Co-sponsored by the California Wilderness Coalition, The Nature Conservancy, U.S.

Geological Survey, Center for Reproduction of Endangered Species, and California State Parks.
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barriers that could preclude species movement from the project site east along the Santa Clara River.

However, the existing bridge, homes, ranches, and commercial development create a connectivity choke

point for terrestrial species. In many cases, this existing development forces terrestrial species into the

active river channel, which most terrestrial species would not be able to use during infrequent major

storm events. When dry or when average or smaller storm events occur, terrestrial species can move

along the Santa Clara River toward the San Gabriel-Castaic Connection approximately 2 miles east of the

project site. Upon reaching the San Gabriel-Castaic Connection, terrestrial species are able to move north

or south throughout the Angeles National Forest.

(2) Movement West Along the Santa Clara River

Based on the Species Movement Report, 2009, for wildlife to move west from the project site, it must move

along the Santa Clara River. Existing development blocks any other passage to the west. The numerous

bridges that span the Santa Clara River do not present physical barriers and no other physical barriers

preclude species movement from the project site west along the river. However, the bridges, homes, and

commercial development along the river create connectivity choke points for terrestrial species, forcing

them into the active river channel. Most terrestrial species would not be able to use the active river

channel during infrequent major storm events. When dry or during smaller storm events, terrestrial

species can move from the project site, along the Santa Clara River towards the South Fork of the Santa

Clara River approximately 6.5 miles west, or toward San Francisquito Creek approximately 7 miles west,

or under the I-5 approximately 8 miles west and toward the Santa Monica-Sierra Madre Connection,

approximately 13 miles west. The South Fork of the Santa Clara River, San Francisquito Creek, and the

Santa Monica-Sierra Madre Connection also connect the large blocks of habitat that surround the City of

Santa Clarita.

Open areas adjacent to the Santa Clara River between I-5 and the project site are limited; residential and

commercial development within the City of Santa Clarita dominate, offering very little opportunity for

movement north and south away from the river. Where open areas exist, they provide opportunities for

movement away from the river; however, these open areas dead-end into developed areas, forcing

species to return to the river. For example, there is a large open area north of the Santa Clara River at

Golden Valley Road; however, approved development on the north side of the River and recent

development near the intersection of Plum Canyon Road and Santa Catarina Road will preclude further

movement beyond the large open area. The utility corridor that extends north from this large open area is

fenced where it meets Bouquet Canyon Road and Rosedell Drive. There is also a large open area south of

the Santa Clara River near the intersection of Soledad Canyon Road and Bouquet Canyon Road; however,

to access this area, species must cross 6-lanes of traffic on Soledad Canyon Road and a band of

commercial development surrounded by fences. This property—the Whittaker/Bermite site—is also
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approved for development (City of Santa Clarita, Jeff Hogan, Senior Planner, pers. comm.). Regardless,

according to the Species Movement Report, 2009, species could not negotiate the six-lane Soledad Canyon

Road, which is the primary east-west roadway in the Santa Clarita Valley, and the associated commercial

development.

The only opportunities for movement away from the Santa Clara River between I-5 and the project site is

via the South Fork of the Santa Clara River or San Francisquito Creek. Although numerous bridges cross

the South Fork of the Santa Clara River and San Francisquito Creek, they do not present physical barriers

to movement north and south away from the Santa Clara River. However, along the South Fork the

bridges and bank protection design create connectivity choke points for terrestrial species forcing them

into the active channel. Upland areas adjacent to San Francisquito Creek provide opportunities for

movement outside its active channel and the bike trail may provide passage under bridges during major

storms. As such, San Francisquito Creek appears better than the South Fork for movement.

In conclusion, based on the Species Movement Report, 2009, from the project site, movement can occur east

or west along the Santa Clara River. The value of the Santa Clara River is clear; species can move the

entire length of the river and some terrestrial species would only be precluded from doing so during

infrequent major storm events. If the Santa Clara River Corridor were restored and enhanced within the

project site, the functions and values of the jurisdictional areas within the corridor would be expected to

be increased.24

g. Description of Special-Status Species Within the Santa Clara River SEA

Both the Biological Assessment, 2008, and the earlier Biological Assessment, 2005, documented the wetlands,

plant communities, and protected oak trees on the project site, as well as the dominant vegetation, plants,

and wildlife observed, expected, or with the potential for occurrence on site. The assessments focused on

“special-status” species, which were those protected under the federal and state Endangered Species

Acts, “Fully Protected Species,” “Species of Special Concern,” “Special Animals” identified by CDFG,

federal candidate species identified by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), species listed by the

California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants, as well as “common

species.”25 The assessments also documented special-status bird species, including nesting birds at the

project site, those expected to nest, and those having the potential to nest.26

24 Wetlands Plan, 2009.

25 See, .e.g., Biological Assessment, 2008, pp. 1, 14-15.

26 Biological Assessment, 2008, p. 1.
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The subsections below summarize information regarding special-status species present on site, those

species expected to occur, and those with no or some potential for occurring on site. The information is

taken from the biota reports and studies referenced in subsection 2, Introduction, above.

(1) Special-Status Fish Species

Within the Santa Clara River SEA, the Biological Assessment, 2008, assessed the presence or absence of the

following four special-status fish species: (a) Arroyo chub (Gila orcutti; species of special concern);

(b) Santa Ana speckled dace (Rhynichthys osculus spp. 3; species of special concern); (c) Santa Ana sucker

(Catostomus santaanae; federally threatened and species of special concern); and (d) Unarmored threespine

stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus williamsoni; federal and state endangered, and fully protected).27

Information regarding the habitat characteristics of these species is found in the Biological Assessment,

2008 (Ex. L, p. 1).

In summary, the arroyo chub, Santa Ana sucker, and the unarmored threespine stickleback were not

detected on the project site and have a low potential for occurring primarily because the reach of the river

through the project site is dry throughout most of the year. These fish species could be present in the river

channel on the project site during times of river surface flows following winter storms; however, on-site

habitat is not considered suitable, nor is it considered suitable breeding habitat, because these species

require perennial streams or creeks and the portion of the river through the project site rarely supports

surface flows. The Santa Ana speckled dace was not detected on the project site and is not expected or

known to occur in the Santa Clara River watershed.28

(2) Special-Status Amphibians

Within the Santa Clara River SEA, the Biological Assessment, 2008, assessed the presence or absence of the

following five special-status amphibian species: (a) California newt (Taricha torosa; species of special

concern); (b) Western spadefoot toad (Spea hammondii; species of special concern); (c) Arroyo toad (Bufo

californicus; federally endangered and species of special concern);29 (d) California red-legged frog (Rana

aurora draytonii; federally threatened, and species of special concern); and (e) Mountain yellow-legged

frog (Rana mucosa; federally endangered, and species of special concern). Information regarding the

habitat characteristics of these species is found in the Biological Assessment, 2008, pages 15-16.30

27 See Stickleback HCP, 2004.

28 See Biological Assessment, 2008, Ex. L, p. 1; and see Biological Assessment, 2005, p. 7.

29 See Arroyo Toad Plan, 1999; Arroyo Toad CH Designation, 2005; and Arroyo Toad Survey, 2007.

30 See also Aquatic Species Report, 2009, pp. 9, 12.
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In summary, the California newt, Arroyo toad, California red-legged frog, and Mountain yellow-legged

frog were not detected on the project site and are not expected to occur because of a lack of suitable

habitat present on the project site or its immediate vicinity. The Western spadefoot toad is not listed

under either the federal or state Endangered Species Acts, but CDFG considers it a species of special

concern. The project site was surveyed for Western spadefoot and an adult was present during the March

2006 surveys. Egg masses and tadpoles were observed in one pool in the south-central portion of the

project site on a dirt road between January 29 and February 28, 2008. No other special-status semi-aquatic

species, including fairy shrimp, were observed at any time.31

(3) Special-Status Reptiles

Within the Santa Clara River SEA, the Biological Assessment, 2008, assessed the presence or absence of the

following four special-status reptile species: (a) Southwestern pond turtle (Emys marmorata pallida; species

of special concern); (b) Coast horned lizard (Phrynosoma coronatum; species of special concern);32

(c) Silvery legless lizard (Anniella pulchra pulchra; species of special concern);33 and (d) Two-striped garter

snake (Thamnophis hammondii; species of special concern). Information regarding the habitat

characteristics of these species is found in the Biological Assessment, 2008, pages 16-17.

In summary, the Southwestern pond turtle and the two-striped garter snake were not detected on the

project site and have a low potential for occurring because of a lack of suitable aquatic and semi-aquatic

habitat on the project site or its immediate vicinity. The coast horned lizard was present on the north side

of the Santa Clara River during a survey conducted on August 1, 2006 near the base of Mitchell Hill.

A coast horned lizard also was observed in April 2008 surveys within the floodplain towards the west

side of the project site.34 The silvery legless lizard was not detected on the project site; however, it may be

present in low numbers and may occur in sage-scrub dominated habitats and damper areas within the

project site.35

(4) Special-Status Birds

Based on the Biological Assessment, 2008, the native and non-native vegetation on the project site provide

forage and cover for resident, winter, and migrant bird species, and provide an intermittent water source

from the seasonal low-flow river channel and irrigation run-off. During project surveys, biologists

31 See Spadefoot Survey, 2006, and Spadefoot Plan, 2009.

32 See also Horned Lizard Survey, 2008.

33 See also Silvery Legless Lizard Survey, 2006.

34 See Biological Assessment, 2008, Ex. L, p. 3.

35 See Biological Assessment, 2008, Ex. L, p. 3.
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observed numerous native and non-native bird species at the project site, with a good number of the

detections consisting of birds flying over the property or moving through it during spring and fall

migration. The Biological Assessment, 2008, Exhibit K, includes a list of all birds observed on or over the

project site.

The Biological Assessment, 2008, discussed the special-status bird species present on the project site. The

special-status bird species that were present on site consisted of the following: (a) Yellow warbler

(Dendroica petechia brewsteri; species of special concern); and (b) Summer tanager (Piranga rubra; species of

special concern). Neither bird species is protected under the federal or state Endangered Species Acts.

Information regarding the habitat characteristics of these two species is found in the Biological Assessment,

2008, pages 18–19.

In summary, an individual yellow warbler was observed on site on May 14, 2006 in the Santa Clara River

near the proposed bridge location; however, no nests were observed in or adjacent to the river location

during the survey efforts, and the warbler is not expected to nest at the property because riparian

vegetation is limited and is not expected to fulfill the breeding habitat requirements of this species.36 An

adult male summer tanager was observed on the site from a small cluster of oak trees south of the Santa

Clara River to a mature cottonwood grove in the river, near the proposed bridge location on June 18,

2006; however, no nests were observed in or adjacent to these areas during the survey efforts, and the

tanager is not expected to nest at the property because mature riparian woodland is limited and is not

expected to fulfill the breeding habitat requirements of this species.37

Three additional special-status bird species also were observed on the project site during the protocol

surveys conducted on site for the coastal California gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica).38 The

three species consisted of the: (a) Great egret (Casmerodius albus; special animal39); (b) California thrasher

(Toxostoma redivivum; special animal); and (c) Lark sparrow (Chondestes grammacus, special animal).

A single great egret was observed foraging in open disturbed areas on site during two of the six protocol

gnatcatcher surveys; the California thrasher is relatively common in the region and was observed in scrub

habitats on site during five of the six protocol gnatcatcher surveys, suggesting it is likely a resident on

site; and two lark sparrows were observed during one of the protocol gnatcatcher surveys; however, the

single data observation suggests it is likely not a resident of the site, but periodically occurs to forage on

36 See Biological Assessment, 2008, Ex. L, p. 6.

37 Id., p. 7; see also Bloom Survey, 2009.

38 No coastal California gnatcatchers or other federal or state -listed species were observed or detected during the

series of six protocol surveys for the gnatcatcher. (See Gnatcatcher Survey, 2006, p. 5.)

39 Although special animals have no federal or state status, they are included on CDFG's Special Animals List.
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site. These three species are not afforded protection under the federal or state Endangered Species Acts.

However, CDFG is interested in tracking active nesting areas. As to these three species, no active nests

were observed on site or in the adjacent area.

The Biological Assessment, 2008, also identified those special-status bird species that were not detected on

the project site, but had a high or moderate potential for occurring for specified reasons. The northern

harrier (Circus cyaneus; species of special concern) was not detected, but had a high potential for occurring

on an irregular basis during winter migration. It was not expected to occur on site for breeding due to its

habitat characteristics and the lack of suitable habitat on site. White-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus; fully

protected) was not detected, but was expected because the species has been observed nesting in recent

years (since 2005) along the Santa Clara River east of I-5, including two nests 1.5 miles east of the project

site in 2007. Western burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia hypugea; species of special concern) was not

detected on the project site during protocol surveys in 2006, 2007, and 2008; however, there is a moderate

potential for it occurring during the winter, with a low potential for breeding due to its habitat

requirements. Willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii; federal and state endangered) was not detected on the

project site, and is not expected to use the site for breeding because of the lack of suitable breeding

habitat, although the species has a moderate potential for occurring during migration. Loggerhead shrike

(Lanius ludovicianus; species of special concern) was not detected on the project site, but has a moderate

potential for occurring due to suitable habitat.40

Based on the Biological Assessment, 2008, the special-status bird species that were not detected, nor

expected to be detected, or with a low potential for occurring, on the project site because of the lack of

suitable habitat consist of the following: (a) Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos; fully protected);

(b) Swainson's hawk (Buteo swainsoni; state threatened); (c) Western yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus

americanus occidentalis; federal candidate and state endangered); (d) Short-eared owl (Asio flammeus;

species of special concern); (e) Long-eared owl (Asio otis; species of special concern); (f) Least Bell's vireo

(Vireo bellii pusillus; federal and state endangered); (g) Bank swallow (Riparia riparia; state endangered);

(h) Coastal California gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica; federal threatened and species of special

concern); (i) Yellow-breasted chat (Icteria virens; species of special concern); (j) Grasshopper sparrow

(Ammodramus savannarum; species of special concern); and (k) Tricolored blackbird (Agelaius tricolor;

species of special concern). Some of the special-status bird species listed in this paragraph require

riparian habitat for breeding/foraging (e.g., Western yellow-billed cuckoo and Least Bell's vireo), and the

40 See Biological Assessment, 2008, Ex. L, pp. 4, 5; and see Bloom Survey, 2009.
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riparian vegetation within the project's Santa Clara River SEA boundary is limited and not expected to

fulfill the requirements of the species due to the lack of suitable habitat.41

In addition to the bird surveys reflected in the Biological Assessment, 2008, Bloom Biological, Inc. (Bloom)

conducted winter field surveys of all special-status bird species on the project site. Five surveys were

conducted between February 8 and March 15, 2009.42 Based on the Bloom winter surveys, no special-

status bird species were observed (February-March 2009), but two active raptor nests (Cooper's hawk,

Accipiter cooperii, and Red-tailed hawk, Buteo jamaicensis) were noted.43 Based on the Bloom Survey, 2009,

the project site offers relatively limited wintering habitat for most special-status bird species due to

surrounding residential and commercial development.

The Biological Assessment, 2008, also addressed nesting birds, which are protected under both the

California Fish and Game Code (Fish & Game Code subsections 3503, 3503.5) and the Migratory Bird

Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. section 703-712). The mature oak trees on site provide nesting habitat for bird

species. There also are birds that build their nests in shrubs, scrapes, on the ground, or parasitize the nests

of other species. Information regarding the nesting birds on the project site is found in the Biological

Assessment, 2008, pages 23–24.

(5) Special-Status Mammals

Several of the biological surveys conducted on site documented the presence or absence of special-status

and common mammals. Information regarding common mammals observed, with potential for

occurring, or not expected to occur, on the project site is found in the Biological Assessment, 2008,

pages 13–14.44 The Biological Assessment, 2008, also noted the presence of a single San Diego black-tailed

jackrabbit (Lepus californicus bennetti; species of special concern) on the project site on May 12, 2008, and

several of the biological surveys documented the presence of scat attributable to the species. The fact that

biologists only observed one San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit between December 2005 and July 2008

indicates that numbers of the species on site are low.45 Several other special-status mammal species were

not detected on the project site and are not expected to occur or have a low potential for occurring on the

project site. Descriptions of these species and their potential for occurrence are listed in the Biological

Assessment, 2008, Ex. L, pp. 7-9. Most of the species listed therein are not expected to occur or have a low

potential for occurring year-round because of the lack of suitable habitat on site.

41 See Biological Assessment, 2008, Ex. L, pp. 4, 6; and see Bloom Survey, 2009.

42 See Bloom Survey, 2009.

43 See Bloom Survey, 2009, pp. 2, 6.

44 See also, Mammal Survey, 2007.

45 See Biological Assessment, 2008, p. 22 and Ex. L, p. 8.
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(6) Special-Status Plants

Special-status plant surveys of the project site were conducted in 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009 by Edith

Read, Ph.D., E. Read and Associates, Inc., and as a consulting botanist/ecologist with Forde Biological

Consultants, Inc. Ms. Read and Forde Biological Consultants also reviewed pertinent lists, researched

appropriate databases, and considered relevant literature pertaining to habitat requirements of special-

status plant species expected to occur or with the potential for occurring on the project site.46 Based on

geographic location, substrate, elevation, habitat type and quality, the majority of the special-status plant

species on CNDDB and the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) database were not detected on the

project site and are not expected to occur, or have a low potential for occurring on site. Detailed

descriptions of these special-status plant species, their status, habitat, elevation range, life form, flowering

period, and their potential for occurrence are listed on Exhibit I found in the Biological Assessment, 2008.

The special-status plant species present on the project site, those expected to occur, and those with a

moderate to high potential to occur, are also listed in Exhibit I and discussed below.47 As explained

below, two special-status plant species, slender mariposa lily (Calochortus clavatus var. gracilis) and

Peirson's morning glory (Calystegia peirsonii) were present on the overall project site; however, neither

species was found within the SEA/FEMA overlay boundary within the site.

Slender mariposa lily is not listed by federal or state agencies as rare, threatened, or endangered;

however, the plant species is considered “fairly threatened” by CNPS (CNPS List 1B.2.) in California. The

population detected on site is restricted to east and west slopes of a small knoll at the south-central

portion of the project site, and the area encompassed approximately 150 individuals.

46 See Biological Assessment, 2008, pp. 8-9.

47 The slender-horned spineflower (Dodecahema leptoceras) is shown in the Biological Assessment, 2008, Exhibit I, as

not detected, but expected to occur even though older successional, undisturbed terraces typically associated

with the species are not present on the site and the habitat quality for the species is marginal at best. (See

Biological Assessment, 2008, Ex. I, p. 1.) In the Read Plant Surveys, 2006, 2007, and 2009, the plant species was not

detected, and in the Read Plant Survey, 2009, the plant was described as having a low potential to occur on site

due to marginal quality habitat.

Palmer's grapplinghook (Harpagonella palmeri) is shown in the Biological Assessment, 2008, Exhibit I, as not

detected, but expected to occur; however, the habitat on site is described as marginal quality. (See Biological

Assessment, 2008, Ex. I, p. 3.) In the Read Plant Surveys, 2006, 2007, and 2009, the plant species was not detected,

and in the Read Plant Survey, 2009, the plant was described as having a low potential for occurrence on site due to

marginal quality habitat.

Moran's navarretia (Navarretia fossalis) is shown in the Biological Assessment, 2008, Exhibit I, as not detected, but

expected to occur; however, the habitat on site is described as marginal quality. (See Biological Assessment, 2008,

Ex. I, p. 3.) In the Read Plant Surveys, 2006, 2007, and 2009, the plant species was not detected, and in the Read

Plant Survey, 2009, the plant was described as having a low potential for occurrence on site due to marginal

quality habitat.
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Peirson's morning glory (Calystegia peirsonii) is not a listed plant species under the federal or state

Endangered Species Acts; however, it is considered by CNPS to be “fairly threatened” and of “limited

distribution” (CNPS List 4.2.) in California. The species was not observed in the Read Plant Surveys

conducted in 2006, 2007, or 2009. In addition, the Read/Forde Biological Consultants' special-status plant

surveys conducted in 2008 did not detect the species on site; but indicated there was a moderate potential

for occurrence on site due to the existence of suitable habitat.

In May 2008, individuals of a taxon belonging to the genus Calystegia were detected by Impact Sciences’

biologists within California sagebrush-buckwheat habitat on the western hill in the southern portion of

the project site. These plants appeared to be intermediate between Peirson’s morning glory and south

coast morning glory (C. macrostegia ssp. intermedia) and were assigned to the species C. peirsonii, based on

bract and leaf characteristics. Boyd regards Peirson’s morning glory as being common within the Liebre

Mountains,48 and The Jepson Manual indicates that Peirson’s morning glory intergrades with south coast

morning glory,49 which is known from the area although it is considered to be locally uncommon.

Although the plants in question are intermediate in character between the special-status and common

species, due to the potential for constraints to development arising from the sensitivity ranking of

Peirson’s morning glory, the population of Calystegia plants on site is presumed to be the special-status

species; although, it is acknowledged that this is a conservative presumption because the plants are

neither clearly the special status species (Calystegia peirsonii) nor the common species (C. macrostegia).

Plummer's mariposa lily (Calochortus plummerae) is not a listed plant species under the federal or state

Endangered Species Act; however, it is considered by CNPS to be “fairly threatened” (CNPS List 1B.2.) in

California. The species was not detected on the project site, but there is a high potential for occurrence

due to suitable habitat on site, although the site is highly disturbed.50

Davidson's bush-mallow (Malacothamnus davidsonii) is not a listed plant species under the federal or state

Endangered Species Acts; however, it is considered by CNPS to be “fairly threatened” (CNPS List 1B.2.)

in California. The species was not detected during any of the plant surveys conducted on the project site,

and it is not known to occur in the project watershed, but is considered to have a moderate potential to

occur on site due to the presence of suitable habitat.51

48 Boyd, S. 1999. Vascular Flora of the Liebre Mountains, Western Transverse Ranges, California. Rancho Santa Ana

Botanic Garden Occasional Publications Number 5. Claremont, California.

49 Hickman, J.C. 1993. The Jepson Manual, Higher Plants of California. University of California Press, Berkeley,

California.

50 See Biological Assessment, 2008, Ex. I, p. 1; and see Read Plant Survey, 2009, Appendix 2, p. 3.

51 See Biological Assessment 2008, Ex. I, p. 3.
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5. PROJECT IMPACTS

a. Significance Criteria

(1) State CEQA Guidelines

For purposes of identifying impacts to sensitive biota and jurisdictional resources within the existing

SEA/FEMA overlay on site, this EIR has focused on the following criteria found in the State CEQA

Guidelines, Appendix G; specifically, the criteria is whether the project's proposed development within the

SEA/FEMA overlay would result in any of the following:

 Substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by section 404 of the CWA,

including through direct removal, filling, hydrologic interruption, loss of functions or services, or

other means;

 Substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural habitat community

identified by CDFG or USFWS; or

 Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species

or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native

wildlife nursery sites.52

(2) City CEQA Guidelines

The City of Santa Clarita Local CEQA Guidelines (Resolution 05-38, adopted April 26, 2005) also serve as

the basis for identifying thresholds to determine the significance of a proposed project's environmental

effects on specific resource areas, and have been included for analysis. Under the City's Guidelines, the

proposed project would have a potentially significant impact if it would result in the following:

 Disturbance to any SEA as identified by the City of Santa Clarita.

The City's Open Space and Conservation Element (February 1999), Policy 3.1, calls for the City to

incorporate standards for a SEA overlay zone in the SCMC. Consistent with that policy, the City's SCMC

contains property development standards, including standards for development in an SEA. (SCMC,

section 17.15.020(K).) For purposes of this analysis, the term “disturbance” to an SEA applies to the City's

development standards for an SEA. Those standards first require that the proposed project include a

detailed biota study evaluating impacts on sensitive biological resources within the project site, including

52 Please note that neither the project site nor the vicinity includes any “native wildlife nursery sites” that require

analysis under Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines; therefore, this particular criteria is not addressed

further in this section.
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the identification of all feasible mitigation measures. The standards then require that such development

be designed in accordance with the following six compatibility criteria:

“(a) The development shall be designed to be highly compatible with the

biotic resources present, including the setting aside of appropriate and

sufficient undisturbed areas; and

(b) The development shall be designed to maintain water bodies,

watercourses and their tributaries in a natural state; and

(c) The development shall be designed so that wildlife movement corridors

(migratory paths) are left in an undisturbed and natural state; and

(d) The development shall retain sufficient natural vegetative cover and/or

open spaces to buffer critical resource areas from said requested

development; and

(e) Where necessary, fences or walls shall be provided to buffer important

habitat areas from development; and

(f) Roads and utilities serving the development shall be located and

designed so as not to conflict with critical resources, habitat areas or

migratory paths.” (SCMC, section 17.15.020(K)(1)(2).)

The applicant is proposing a General Plan Amendment to revise the boundary of the existing SEA/FEMA

overlay in order to correspond to the jurisdictional and sensitive riparian-associated resources located

within the area designated SP-OS (open space within the Santa Clara River Corridor). Nonetheless, to

determine if the General Plan Amendment request, if approved, would result in significant impacts to

such resources within the existing SEA/FEMA overlay area, this subsection has conducted a two-part

impact assessment. First, the subsection has evaluated whether the project is consistent with the City's

compatibility criteria relative to development in an SEA in order to assist the City in determining the

project's overall compatibility with the sensitive biota and jurisdictional resources present on site. Second,

this subsection has analyzed whether the project's proposed development would result in substantial

adverse effects on either federally protected wetlands or on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural

habitat identified by CDFG or USFWS; or interfere substantially with the movement of any native

resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife

corridors.
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b. The City's SEA Development Compatibility Criteria

(1) The Development is Designed to be Highly Compatible with the Biotic Resources

Present, Including the Setting Aside of Appropriate and Sufficient Undisturbed Areas

The development proposed by the project would satisfy this criterion. At the inception of the planning

process for the proposed project, site investigation studies were performed to analyze development

constraints and opportunities. The development constraints included the identification of the on-site

existing SEA boundary and the sensitive resources within that area. The constraints analysis also

identified sensitive vegetation/habitat zones within the existing SEA boundary.53 Based on the

constraints analysis, the biological technical report (EIR, Appendix 4.6 [Biological Assessment, 2008]), and

other on-site biota studies, the project's primary objectives were identified, including the land use

planning objective of providing a sensitive and protective interface with the Santa Clara River by utilizing

appropriate setback, grading, landscape, buried bank stabilization, and water quality treatments. The

project's resource conservation objectives also identified the following:

(a) restore and minimize impacts to important biotic resources;

(b) maintain the use of the Santa Clara River as a major east/west open space corridor;

(c) establish a Santa Clara River Corridor and adopt measures to maintain, enhance, and protect

important river habitat values and functions;

(d) provide native revegetation of river and setback areas when temporarily disturbed due to

development activities; and

(e) minimize impacts to the Santa Clara River and its resources.54

The project design features, if approved, would install buried bank stabilization as a protective interface

between the Santa Clara River and the project's proposed development. The bank protection would be set

back, creating an average River Corridor width of 775 feet, and the vast majority of the bank protection

would be located well outside of the “waters of the United States” as defined by the Corps. Native and

upland vegetation, as appropriate, also would be utilized after installation of the bank protection. This

revegetation would minimize temporary impacts due to buried bank installation within the construction

zone. Within the project's boundary, the project design would also maintain and enhance the use of the

Santa Clara River as a major east-west open space/wildlife movement corridor. These project design

53 See Biological Assessment, 2005.

54 See this EIR, Section 1.0, Project Description, subsection 11, Project Objectives.
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features would help to ensure that the development is highly compatible with the sensitive biotic

resources present on site.

In addition, the project developed objectives in order to balance the environmental and flood control

issues presented by the proposed project's relationship to the Santa Clara River. The objectives were as

follows:

(a) the flood corridor must allow for the passage of Los Angeles County Capital Flood flows without the

permanent removal of natural river vegetation (except at the bridge crossing);

(b) the banks of the river will be generally established outside of the “waters of the United States” as

defined by federal laws and regulations, and as determined by the jurisdictional delineation

completed by Forde Biological Consultants in January 2006, and agreed to by Aaron Allen, Ph.D., of

the Corps by letter, dated September 18, 2006;

(c) where development is proposed within the existing Los Angeles County 50-Year Capital Floodplain,

the land where development is to occur will be elevated in accordance with Los Angeles County

policies to remove it from the floodplain; and

(d) buried bank stabilization will occur only where necessary to protect against flooding/erosion; and

after installation, the area will be revegetated with native riparian and upland species as appropriate,

and temporarily irrigated until the native vegetation is reestablished.55

Based on the above objectives, the Santa Clara River Corridor would allow for the passage of County

Capital Flood flows without permanent removal of natural river vegetation (except at the bridge

crossing). As stated above, the vast majority of the buried bank protection would be located outside the

waters of the United States as determined by the jurisdictional delineation.56 Under existing conditions,

portions of the project site are at elevations lower than the 100-year floodplain elevation; and, therefore,

are presently within the FEMA 100-year floodplain. Under the NFIP, a component of FEMA, any land

that is outside of the 100-year floodplain, or the base flood elevation, is considered reasonably safe and

free from flood hazard. The project applicant has submitted an application to FEMA to determine if the

project design meets the floodplain management criteria of the NFIP regulations, and FEMA has granted

the applicant a conditional letter of map revision (CLOMR) determining that the project design meets

such criteria. If the proposed project is approved as designed, FEMA has preliminarily determined that a

revision to the effective Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) would be warranted.57

55 See this EIR, Section 4.2, Flood, p. 4.2-53.

56 See Jurisdictional Delineation, 2006.

57 See letters from FEMA to both the City of Santa Clarita and the County of Los Angeles, dated November 13,

2009, found in this EIR, Appendix 4.20.
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Further, the project's proposed design includes an analysis of the functions and values of the

jurisdictional areas to be impacted by the project. The goals of this analysis were to:

(a) Satisfy the mitigation requirements of local, state, and federal agencies for wetland and riparian

habitat;

(b) Create or restore riparian and riverine vegetation communities suitable for nesting, foraging, and

breeding by native animal species;

(c) Create or restore vegetation communities to be compatible with the fluvial morphology and

hydrology of the stream channel corridor;

(d) Create or restore vegetation communities to be consistent with adjacent, existing riparian vegetation

communities; and

(e) Create or restore vegetation communities to be self-sustaining and functional beyond the

maintenance and monitoring period.58

To implement these goals, Dudek evaluated existing functions and values of the on-site jurisdictional

areas, using a wetland functional assessment for the proposed project. This assessment used the most

recent version of the California Rapid Assessment Method (CRAM) for wetlands, version 5.0.2, which is

described in the Dudek CRAM Report, 2009. As stated above, the CRAM for wetlands is a diagnostic tool

used to evaluate the existing condition of wetlands and riparian habitats within a project area compared

to achievable wetlands functions/values after implementation of the project's development design.

Based on the overall analysis, the project proposes to restore and enhance existing jurisdictional areas on

site. Specifically, the riparian vegetation communities proposed to be restored and enhanced are alluvial

scrub and riparian scrub in temporary impact areas within the active river channel, and Great Basin sage

scrub on the channel banks of the River Corridor. In addition, the functions and values of the riparian

vegetation communities to be restored and enhanced are the same as those vegetation communities that

would be impacted by the proposed project. Those functions and values to be established include suitable

breeding, foraging, and nesting habitat for avian, aquatic, and terrestrial animal species. Also, the areas

would function to promote nutrient cycling, nutrient and compound uptake, organic carbon export, and

to be hydraulically compatible with the surrounding stream system.59 Further, the areas would function

to maintain the use of the Santa Clara River as a major east-west open space/wildlife movement

corridor.60

58 See Wetlands Plan, 2009, p. 11.

59 See Wetlands Plan, 2009, p. 11-15.

60 See Species Movement Report, 2009.
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The jurisdictional habitat within the project boundary is reflected on Table 4.20-4, Jurisdictional Habitat

and Impacts. As shown, within the project boundary, there are 41.5 acres of Corps jurisdictional area and

86.8 acres of CDFG jurisdictional area.61 Permanent and temporary habitat impacts of the project to this

jurisdictional acreage also is shown on Table 4.20-4. As indicated, the proposed project's permanent

impacts to Corps' jurisdiction is 0.520 acre, and such impacts to CDFG jurisdiction is 17.168 acres.

Table 4.20-4

Jurisdictional Habitat and Impacts

Jurisdictional Acreage Corps CDFG

41.5 86.8

Vegetation Community Impact Area (acres)

Permanent Temporary Permanent Temporary

Big sagebrush - buckwheat Series 0.000 0.007 0.119 0.031

Disturbed Land 0.000 0.000 1.248 0.055

Non-Native annual Grassland – Ruderal 0.000 0.000 0.977 0.044

Fremont cottonwood –willow 0.003 0.069 0.116 0.069

Riparian Scrub 0.517 1.442 13.810 11.665

Riparian Scrub 0.000 0.000 0.187 0.000

Mixed native and non-native Series 0.000 0.015 0.710 0.188

Total Impacts by Acreage 0.520 1.534 17.168 12.054

Source: Wetlands Plan, 2009

The Wetlands Plan, 2009, has addressed the on-site restoration and enhancement of both Corps and CDFG

jurisdictional riparian/riverine vegetation communities as mitigation for project impacts to jurisdictional

wetland and riparian habitats. Restoration and enhancement of mitigation areas segregated by vegetation

community are shown in Table 4.20-4. Riparian scrub and alluvial scrub are proposed in the channel

bottom and Great Basin sage scrub is proposed on the buried bank slopes. The acreage reported in the

enhancement column of Table 4.20-5, Mitigation Acreage, below, is the actual acreage of the entire

enhancement area, and does not indicate mitigation credit. Mitigation credit for enhancement is usually

calculated by determining the amount of the enhancement area that will undergo enhancement activities,

such as invasive plant removal. For this project, the enhancement area is very sparsely vegetated, and

presence of invasive plant species is relatively low. However, the Wetlands Plan, 2009, proposes to also

61 See Biological Assessment, 2008.
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enhance the channel by removing the existing old rail and wire revetment structures (locations shown on

Figure 3 of the Wetlands Plan, 2009).

Table 4.20-5

Mitigation Acreage

Mitigation Acres

Vegetation Community Enhancement Restoration

Alluvial Scrub (AS) 0 4.6

Riparian Scrub (RS) 59.1* 2.5

Big Sagebrush - Buckwheat Scrub (BSS) 0 8.9

Total Corps Acreage 59.1* 7.1

Total CDFG Acreage 59.1* 16.0

*Percent mitigation credit not yet determined.

Source: Wetlands Plan, 2009.

Restoration and enhancement areas would be riparian and riverine open areas under the jurisdiction of

the Corps and CDFG. These mitigation areas would function as riparian vegetation communities, and be

part of the dynamic fluvial process of the stream system. There would be no public access to, or use of,

the mitigation areas. The DPW may require a flood control maintenance easement in some areas along

the buried bank protection to inspect and maintain the public drain system (outlets and bank protection

integrity). If required, the limits of the wetland mitigation areas would be established outside of the flood

control maintenance easement. In addition, based on the Wetlands Plan, 2009, the restoration and

enhancement areas are expected to be successful for the following reasons:

“The Santa Clara River is subject to high-velocity storm flows during the

rainy season and subsurface low flows in the dry season. The plant

species to be used in the mitigation areas are native species that already

occur on the project site and are adapted to these dynamic conditions.

Furthermore, the vegetation communities proposed for restoration are

the same as those that already occur on site.

To address the anticipated highly dynamic fluvial conditions associated

with the Santa Clara River, the vegetation communities to be restored

will be located in hydrologically compatible locations, with sparse

riparian scrub designed for areas expected to have high velocity flows,

and alluvial scrub designed for areas expected to receive less frequent
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storm flows. Velocity profiles prepared by PACE Engineering for the

Vista Canyon Ranch EIR Flood Technical Report (2009) were reviewed to

determine the most appropriate locations for the riparian vegetation

communities.

Control of invasive plant species in the habitat enhancement areas is

expected to require a long-term commitment, as the invasive species

present are tenacious and difficult to control. The enhancement areas

will be maintained for the duration of the five-year maintenance and

monitoring period so multiple follow-up visits will occur to address

recurrence of invasive plant species. The suppression of invasive weeds

over the extended maintenance period will allow native vegetation to

become better established throughout the area because there will be less

competition for water and nutrients.” (Dudek Wetlands Plan, 2009, p. 17.)

To ensure that the restoration and enhancement areas within the project site develop as intended and

meet the success criteria required by the Corps and CDFG, the 5-year maintenance and monitoring

program also would be implemented. The maintenance would include best management, trash removal,

and irrigation maintenance. The monitoring would include construction/installation monitoring, plant

establishment, performance standards, and success criteria.

The Wetlands Plan, 2009, also contains provisions to avoid impacts to existing nesting birds and special-

status reptiles (e.g., coast horned lizard). Specifically, this plan requires that pre-construction nesting bird

surveys be conducted by qualified biologists and that nest sites be flagged/fenced and a buffer zone

established. In addition, construction activities would be postponed in the buffer zone around the nest

site until the young have fledged. Depending on proposed activities, the monitoring biologists also may

establish additional setbacks and exclusionary fencing to ensure that nesting birds are not disturbed. In

addition, the plan requires that the qualified biologist relocate any special-status reptiles that may be

present in the project work area to areas outside the area of impact. No public access would be provided

to the mitigation areas, which would be fenced and posted.

In addition to the above, this EIR evaluated potential impacts due to bank hardening resulting from the

buried bank stabilization component of the proposed project (see this EIR, Section 4.2, Flood and

Appendix 4.2 [PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009]). Specifically, the fluvial analysis conducted as part of

the PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009, has provided an evaluation of the existing and proposed fluvial

characteristics and long-term stability of the reach of the Santa Clara River Corridor between the Sand

Canyon Road Bridge over the Santa Clara River and the SR-14 Bridge over the Santa Clara River. This

reach includes the project site. The analysis evaluated whether the proposed project features (buried bank
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stabilization, storm drain outlets, Vista Canyon Road Bridge, etc.) along and within the River Corridor

would potentially modify the fluvial mechanics of the River and subsequently impact the biota habitat

within the River Corridor through modifications to the riverbed. This analysis concluded that there is no

apparent change in trend between the pre- and post-project condition to the fluvial mechanics of this

reach of the River Corridor and, consequently, there would be no significant impacts. In summary, the

project would not result in a new significant pattern or trend related to aggradation or degradation in the

River Corridor that could substantially change or alter the habitat characteristics of the River Corridor.

Additionally, as indicated in this EIR, Section 4.2 (Flood), no significant increases in velocity, erosion, or

water surface elevation would occur in the River Corridor post-project; and, therefore, within the SEA

boundary, the riparian/riverine vegetation communities and any aquatic or semi-aquatic species that may

be present during infrequent winter storms would not be significantly impacted.

In summary, the project's proposed development design is considered highly compatible with the

sensitive biotic resources present within the existing boundary of the Santa Clara River SEA for the

following reasons: (a) the project proposes to set aside appropriate and sufficient undisturbed

jurisdictional habitat areas within the existing boundary of the SEA; (b) the project proposes to retain the

active river channel portion of the SEA in a largely natural state; (c) a relatively small amount of

jurisdictional habitat would be impacted by the project within the SEA, and the impacted acreage areas

would be mitigated; (d) the River Corridor would still be sufficiently wide to accommodate the County's

Capital Flood and still retain jurisdictional habitat (approximately 775 feet in width); and (e) winter storm

runoff would still continue to open its own channels through the riverine vegetation, flowing in a natural

manner and preserving the meandering characteristics of the streambed.

(2) The Development is Designed to Maintain Waterbodies, Watercourses, and their

Tributaries in a Natural State

This criterion also would be satisfied. As discussed above, implementation of the proposed project would

maintain the Santa Clara River Corridor, an area that encompasses the Corps' jurisdictional limits in its

entirety. The River Corridor in most areas also generally corresponds to the CDFG jurisdictional limits

(the Corps' jurisdictional limits are a subset of the CDFG jurisdiction). Post-project implementation, the

River Corridor, as defined above, would average approximately 775 feet in width and be maintained in a

largely natural state.62 In addition, aside from the Santa Clara River, there are no drainages within the

project site under the jurisdiction of the Corps or CDFG.

62 See PACE Memorandum, 2010, p. 2.
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As indicated previously, the on-site vegetation communities have been subject to repeated disturbance

from utility construction and maintenance, illegal dumping, unauthorized off-road vehicle activity, flood

management activities, and natural fluvial processes characteristic of the Santa Clara River floodplain.

Consequently, vegetation communities throughout the majority of the project site, including the River

Corridor, are either disturbed or in an early successional state.

As stated above, the CRAM Report prepared for the project evaluated existing functions and values of the

on-site jurisdictional areas, using a wetland functional assessment for the proposed project. This

assessment used the most recent version of the California Rapid Assessment Method (CRAM) for

wetlands, version 5.0.2, as described in the Dudek CRAM Report, 2009. In summary, the CRAM Report

found that the post-project habitat values and functions would exceed the existing functions and values

upon completion of restoration and enhancement activities.

The results of this CRAM Report also provided guidance for the project's Wetlands Plan, 2009. This plan

utilized the CRAM analysis conducted by Dudek (CRAM Report, 2009), information from the Biological

Assessment, 2008, and a site assessment conducted by Dudek to evaluate the functions and values of the

jurisdictional areas within the project reach. The goals of the Wetlands Plan, 2009, are to:

(a) Satisfy the mitigation requirements of local, state, and federal agencies for wetland and riparian

habitat;

(b) Create or restore riparian and riverine vegetation communities suitable for nesting, foraging, and

breeding by native animal species;

(c) Create or restore vegetation communities to be compatible with the fluvial morphology and

hydrology of the stream channel corridor;

(d) Create or restore vegetation communities to be consistent with adjacent, existing riparian vegetation

communities; and

(e) Create or restore vegetation communities to be self-sustaining and functional beyond the

maintenance and monitoring period.

The above goals would be satisfied with implementation of the Wetlands Plan, 2009, as part of an

approved project.

As documented by the above technical reports, the project would maintain the Santa Clara River in a

natural state, and enhance its function and biological value through implementation of the Wetlands

Plan, 2009.
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(3) The Development is Designed so that Wildlife Movement Corridors are Left in a

Natural and Undisturbed State

The project's proposed development would satisfy this criterion. As indicated above, after project

implementation, the River Corridor would continue to function as an east-west wildlife movement

corridor, in part, because it would preserve and enhance a River Corridor width that averages 775 feet. In

addition, based on the Species Movement Report, 2009, post-project, species presently can and would be

able post-project to negotiate the length of the river, moving east or west, and eventually reach the

Angeles National Forest and other open space surrounding the City of Santa Clarita. Further, the

proposed Vista Canyon Road Bridge would be sufficiently high so as to allow the continued use of the

Santa Clara River for wildlife movement east-west along and within the River Corridor; and lighting

controls on the proposed bridge would be implemented to ensure that the SEA would continue to

function as a wildlife movement corridor. According to the Species Movement Report, 2009 (p. 7.), “[t]he

value of the Santa Clara River is clear; species can move the entire length of the river and some terrestrial

species would only be precluded from doing so during infrequent major storm events.”

A north/south animal movement corridor is presently shown as part of a proposed SEA 23 expansion

associated with the City and County’s General Plan Updates (One Valley, One Vision). Therefore, the

Species Movement Report, 2009, also evaluated the need for a north/south species movement area through a

portion of the proposed project. The Species Movement Report, 2009, indicated that setting aside space to

preserve a north/south movement of species may not provide significant benefit to wildlife as it would

increase opportunities for detrimental interactions with people and pets both on and off the site because

the project site is generally surrounded by existing development. It further stated that it may be

preferable to concentrate corridor enhancement along the Santa Clara River as presently proposed by the

project. As presently designed, the project does not include an area for north/south animal movement.

However, the Species Movement Report, 2009, has indicated that black-tailed jackrabbit, deer, raccoon,

skunk, bobcat and coyote currently move north from the River Corridor to the project site and

subsequently to rural and undeveloped properties south of the eastern portion of the project site,

eventually reaching the Angeles National Forest. The Species Movement Report, 2009, also has indicated

that if land were to be set aide as a north/south movement corridor through the project site it should be

located on the east side of the proposed project. The east side of the project site is directly bounded on the

south by the Metrolink right-of-way (which does not impair animal movement) and a commercial horse

ranch. The more developed portions of the commercial horse ranch property would impair animal

movement to the south. Consequently, the Species Movement Report, 2009, has indicated that there is an

area east of the developed portion of the commercial horse ranch that is wide enough and contains

sufficient cover to accommodate animal movement south from the project site.
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In conclusion, the Species Movement Report, 2009, has indicated that there are more appropriate locations

for regional north/south animal movement, including the San Gabriel/Castaic Connector, which is located

east of the project site. Furthermore, it has indicated that encouraging animal movement through the

project site in a north/south corridor would increase opportunities for detrimental interactions with

people and pets and that future development south of the project site could impair or eliminate the

viability of this movement corridor. In light of these facts and additional findings contained in the Species

Movement Report, 2009, the fact that the current project design does not provide for a north/south

movement corridor is not considered a significant impact under this criterion.

Incorporation of a north/south movement corridor on the east side of the project site (at a minimum

width of 300 feet) would eliminate 26 single-family residential lots located adjacent to the project’s

eastern boundary, and an acceptable crossing under Lost Canyon Road would have to be incorporated

into this north-south corridor in order to provide direct access to the Santa Clara River.

(4) The Development Retains Sufficient Natural Vegetative Cover and/or Open Spaces to

Buffer Critical Resources from the Proposed Uses

The development proposed by the project would satisfy this criterion. Species that utilize the Santa Clara

River Corridor are typically found in the riverine/riparian habitats found in or adjacent to the active

channel. As discussed under the first compatibility criterion, above, approximately 39.5 acres of

undisturbed Corps jurisdiction, and about 57.6 acres of CDFG jurisdiction, would be preserved as part of

the proposed project. In addition, with project implementation, the quality of habitat in the SEA would

increase due to project restoration and enhancement efforts. The increased habitat value created by the

restoration and enhancement efforts would restore a presently disturbed River Corridor, and provide

sufficient habitat and open areas to buffer critical resources and special-status species within the SEA. In

addition to the amount of land that would be permanently preserved within the SEA, as stated above, the

project design would incorporate a setback between project structures and the Santa Clara River

Corridor. This setback area would consist of the Santa Clara River Trail and revegetated upland areas

located adjacent to the trail and above the bank stabilization.

The proposed project also would utilize innovative buried bank stabilization techniques to meet the

requirements of flood control while maintaining the natural resources within the Santa Clara River.

Traditional flood control techniques in use within Los Angeles County rely upon reinforced concrete or

grouted rock rip-rap to minimize erosion while maximizing the volume of flood flows carried by the

drainage. While exceedingly efficient as a flood control technique, this approach retains none of the

natural resource value. In contrast, the drainage plan for the proposed project provides drainage and

flood control protection while preserving the Santa Clara River Corridor as a natural resource.
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(5) Where Necessary, Fences or Walls are Provided to Buffer Important Habitat Areas

from Development

Based on the Wetlands Plan, 2009, no public access would be provided to the restoration and enhancement

areas within the River Corridor. These mitigation areas would be fenced (ranch rail) and posted with

signage at the top of the bank indicating the presence of sensitive resource areas. In addition, orange

construction fencing and erosion control silt-fence would identify the limits of restoration within the

River Corridor. This fencing would remain in place and be maintained by the restoration contractor

through the first growing season within the mitigation areas. As designed, such fencing would act as a

buffer to important habitat areas from the project's proposed land uses.

(6) Roads and Utilities Serving the Proposed Development are Located and Designed so

as not to Conflict with Critical Resources, Habitat Areas, or Migratory Paths

This criterion would be satisfied with the proposed project design. The project design proposes the

construction of the Vista Canyon Road Bridge (which would contain various utilities) across the Santa

Clara River, within the existing SEA overlay. A sewer siphon is proposed for construction upstream of

the bridge, however this siphon would not result in any surface impacts to the River Corridor as it would

be constructed below ground. Utilities serving the proposed project, where feasible, would be

incorporated within the bridge design. The construction disturbance zone for the proposed bridge is

estimated at 100 feet wide on each side of the bridge, but may vary depending upon the actual design

and construction methods employed. (The final design and construction zone would be approved as part

of the federal and state permitting process.) This construction zone would be revegetated with

appropriate native and upland species upon completion of the construction, consistent with the federal

and state permitting process. As stated above, the proposed bridge would be sufficiently high so as to

allow the continued use of the Santa Clara River for wildlife movement east-west along and within the

River Corridor. Lighting controls on the proposed bridge would be implemented to ensure that the SEA

would continue to function as a wildlife movement corridor. In addition, the PACE Drainage/Fluvial

Study, 2009 (see this EIR, Appendix 4.2), examined local, long-term, and episodic components of riverbed

adjustment within the project site. The study found that localized impacts from proposed bridge piers

and bank stabilization would occur; however, the impacts would not be significant. The study also found

that the project's proposed development would not change the fluvial mechanics of the Santa Clara River

and, therefore, would not create any significant impact to the River Corridor. As a result, potential bridge

impacts would be minimized and movement paths would be unimpeded.
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In conclusion, based on the City’s SEA criteria, the project’s proposed development would not result in a

disturbance (as defined) to the existing SEA as identified by the City of Santa Clarita. As a result, with

implementation of the mitigation measures set forth in this section, the proposed project would not result

in significant impacts to jurisdictional and sensitive riparian-associated resources located within the

project’s SP-OS (open space within the Santa Clara River Corridor) designation.

c. CRAM Wetlands Functional Assessment – Post-Project

Results of the CRAM analysis for the proposed project were quantified according to the CRAM

guidelines. As discussed above, under the existing Assessment Area conditions, the total overall CRAM

score can range from 0.25 to 1.00. The pre-project total overall CRAM average score was 0.74.

The above pre-project CRAM results provide guidance for conducting on-site habitat restoration and

enhancement within the Santa Clara River Corridor as part of the proposed project, with the goal of

improving wetland functions by increasing the scores for applicable metrics/submetrics, where possible.

Controlling invasive, exotic plant species adjacent to and within the River Corridor would further

improve habitat functions on site. Revegetation of the buried bank slopes would provide for the creation

of native riparian and upland species within the River Corridor. Once established, the revegetation efforts

would significantly increase the Biotic Structure attribute by controlling invasive plant, exotic species and

improving the diversity of native plant species within the riverine system.

Based on the analysis in the CRAM Report, 2009, habitat restoration, creation, and enhancement activities

within and adjacent to the Santa Clara River within the project reach would result in a regional increase

of jurisdiction resource functions and provide for an ecologically meaningful resource to existing riparian

resources associated with the river reach within the project site. Restoration would include revegetation

of temporary impact areas following construction of buried bank stabilization on the north and south

sides of the Santa Clara River. Enhancement would include the Santa Clara River Corridor, including the

active river channel and the slopes of the buried bank protection. Enhancement also would involve

control of invasive plant species and removal of existing flood revetment structures from the Santa Clara

River. Figure 4.20-6, Post-Project Conditions, illustrates the CRAM's Assessment Areas, using three

designations: RIV-1, RIV-2, and RIV-3, and depicts the habitat restoration and enhancement areas within

the project reach.
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Table 4.20-6 through Table 4.20-8 compare the CRAM results under both existing conditions and post-

project conditions (i.e., at completion of proposed habitat restoration/enhancement) within the three

Assessment Areas on the project site (identified as “RIV-1,” “RIV-2,” and “RIV-3”). As shown, a

successful habitat and restoration enhancement program would positively affect several

metrics/submetrics of the CRAM analysis, including most significantly three metrics within the Biotic

Structure attribute (Plant Community Submetric B: Number of Co-dominant Species; and Plant

Community Submetric C: Percent Invasion and Horizontal Interspersion and Zonation). With

implementation of the habitat restoration and enhancement design, along with the five-year maintenance

and monitoring information designed to attain the intended mitigation results. the overall Assessment

Area scores would increase from 0.74 to 0.81 for RIV-1; from 0.73 to 0.78 for RIV-2; and from 0.74 to 0.79

for RIV-3 (out of a maximum score of 1.0). (CRAM Report, 2009.)

For all three Assessment Areas under the post-project condition, the Buffer and Landscape Context

attribute score ranged from 81 percent to 87 percent of its maximum value; the Hydrology attribute

scored 84 percent of its maximum value (same as existing conditions); the Physical Structure attribute

score ranged from 75 percent to 88 percent of its maximum value (same); and the Biotic Structure

attribute scored 70 percent of its maximum value. For the post-project condition, the total overall CRAM

score for the Assessment Areas within the project reach ranged from 78 percent to 81 percent of their

maximum value (compared to pre-project conditions ranging from 73 percent to 74 percent of their

maximum value).

These results provided guidance for the project's Wetlands Plan, 2009, which utilized the CRAM analysis

conducted by Dudek (CRAM Report, 2009), information from the Biological Assessment, 2008, and a site

assessment conducted by Dudek to evaluate the functions and values of the jurisdictional areas within

the project reach. The goals of the Wetlands Plan, 2009, are to:

(a) satisfy the mitigation requirements of local, state, and federal agencies for wetland and riparian

habitat;

(b) create or restore riparian and riverine vegetation communities suitable for nesting, foraging, and

breeding by native animal species;

(c) create or restore vegetation communities to be compatible with the fluvial morphology and

hydrology of the stream channel corridor;

(d) create or restore vegetation communities to be consistent with adjacent, existing riparian vegetation

communities; and

(e) create or restore vegetation communities to be self-sustaining and functional beyond the maintenance

and monitoring period.
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The above goals would be satisfied with implementation of the Wetlands Plan, 2009, as part of an

approved project, and with implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.20-1 (implementation of the Wetlands

Plan, 2009), project impacts to waters/wetlands/streambeds are considered less than significant.

Table 4.20-6

Comparison of CRAM Results Based on Post-Project Conditions – RIV-1

Existing Assessment

Area Condition

(Confined Riverine)

Potential Assessment

Area Condition Based

on Project Design

(Confined Riverine)

Attribute Metric/Submetric

Raw Field

Score

Final

Attribute

Score

Raw Field

Score

Final

Attribute

Score

Landscape Connectivity A A

Buffer Submetric A:

Percent of AA with Buffer
A A

Buffer Submetric B:

Average Buffer Width
D D

Buffer and

Landscape Context

Buffer Submetric C:

Buffer Condition
C

0.75

B

0.81

Water Source B B

Hydroperiod or Channel Stability B BHydrology

Hydrologic Connectivity A

0.84

A

0.84

Structural Patch Richness A A
Physical Structure

Topographic Complexity B
0.88

B
0.88

Plant Community Submetric A:

Number of Plant Layers Present
B B

Plant Community Submetric B:

Number of Co-dominant Species
B B

Plant Community Submetric C :

Percent Invasion
C A

Horizontal Interspersion and Zonation C C

Biotic Structure

Vertical Biotic Structure D

0.47

B

0.70

OVERALL AA SCORE — 0.74 — 0.81

Source: CRAM Report, 2009.
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Table 4.20-7

Comparison of CRAM Results Based on Post-Project Conditions – RIV-2

Existing Assessment

Area Condition

(Unconfined Riverine)

Potential

Assessment Area

Condition Based on

Project Design

(Confined Riverine)

Attribute Metric/Submetric

Raw Field

Score

Final

Attribute

Score

Raw Field

Score

Final

Attribute

Score

Landscape Connectivity A A

Buffer Submetric A:

Percent of AA with Buffer
A A

Buffer Submetric B:

Average Buffer Width
A D

Buffer and

Landscape Context

Buffer Submetric C:

Buffer Condition
B

0.94

B

0.81

Water Source B B

Hydroperiod or Channel Stability B BHydrology

Hydrologic Connectivity A

0.84

A

0.84

Structural Patch Richness B B
Physical Structure

Topographic Complexity B
0.75

B
0.75

Plant Community Submetric A:

Number of Plant Layers Present
B B

Plant Community Submetric B:

Number of Co-dominant Species
C B

Plant Community Submetric C :

Percent Invasion
C A

Horizontal Interspersion and Zonation D C

Biotic Structure

Vertical Biotic Structure D

0.37

B

0.70

OVERALL AA SCORE — 0.73 — 0.78

Source: CRAM Report, 2009.
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Table 4.20-8

Comparison of CRAM Results Based on Post-Project Conditions – RIV-3

Existing AA Condition

(Unconfined Riverine)

Potential AA Condition

Based on Project Design

(Confined Riverine)

Attribute Metric/Submetric

Raw Field

Score

Final

Attribute

Score

Raw Field

Score

Final

Attribute

Score

Landscape Connectivity A A

Buffer Submetric A:

Percent of AA with Buffer
A A

Buffer Submetric B:

Average Buffer Width
B C

Buffer and

Landscape Context

Buffer Submetric C:

Buffer Condition
B

0.91

B

0.87

Water Source B B

Hydroperiod or Channel Stability B BHydrology

Hydrologic Connectivity A

0.84

A

0.84

Structural Patch Richness B B
Physical Structure

Topographic Complexity B
0.75

B
0.75

Plant Community Submetric A:

Number of Plant Layers Present
B B

Plant Community Submetric B:

Number of Co-dominant Species
C B

Plant Community Submetric C :

Percent Invasion
C A

Horizontal Interspersion and Zonation D C

Biotic Structure

Vertical Biotic Structure C

0.45

B

0.70

OVERALL AA SCORE — 0.74 — 0.79

Source: CRAM Report, 2009.

d. Impacts on Sensitive Biological/Jurisdictional Resources

This impact analysis focuses on the biological and jurisdictional effects of the project-related changes in

hydraulic conditions in and along the Santa Clara River. This analysis is consistent with the CEQA

significance criteria set forth above. Key hydraulic impacts that may occur include effects on the River

Corridor from: (a) changes in sediment transport and deposition patterns; (b) alteration of existing

drainage patterns/changes in discharge (i.e., river flow amount); (c) changes in flow velocities; and

(d) changes in water surface elevation. Significant changes in these conditions can effect the nature,
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location, and amount of federally and state-protected waters/streambeds, wetlands, aquatic and semi-

aquatic species, and riparian habitats in and long the Santa Clara River, and any special-status species

that inhabit these areas. This impact analysis addresses both construction- and operation-related impacts

of the proposed project.

(1) Construction-Related Impacts

The proposed project's construction-related impacts result from installation of buried bank stabilization

on the north and south slopes of the Santa Clara River (i.e., approximately 3,000 linear feet (lf) on the

north side, and approximately 4,500 lf on the south side). The proposed bank protection would consist of

an approximate 8-foot-wide soil cement section with a varied height (top and toe as required by the

City/County), and a 1.5:1 slope. Once installed, the soil cement would be backfilled with native soils on a

3:1 or flatter slope. A temporary construction zone width of approximately 85 feet is required during the

construction phase of the bank protection. After installation, the temporary construction zone area would

be revegetated with native riparian and upland species as appropriate, and temporarily irrigated until the

native vegetation is reestablished. As a result, no permanent impacts are anticipated in the bank

stabilization areas of the proposed project.

The project also proposes to construct the Vista Canyon Road Bridge over the Santa Clara River. The

bridge would be located in the center of the project site, linking the southerly portion of the site with

Soledad Canyon Road to the north through the existing SR-14 undercrossing. The bridge is

approximately 64 feet wide, and the bridge length is approximately 650 lf with abutments on each side of

the Santa Clara River. The bridge would consist of concrete girders placed over six support concrete piers

within the river. Construction of this type of bridge would generally involve the temporary disturbance

of a 100-foot-wide corridor on each side of the bridge. Following completion of construction activities,

this temporary impact zone would be restored to channel grade and revegetated with native riparian and

upland species as appropriate. In addition, because the reach of the river within the project site is

generally dry except after periods of heavy rainfall (generally occurring during the winter months),

installation of both the bank protection and bridge would occur only during low or no-flow periods

within the Santa Clara River. Given that construction in and along the River Corridor would occur only

during no- or low-flow periods, when aquatic, semi-aquatic, and other special-status species would not

be present, construction-related impacts due to changes in river hydraulics are expected to be temporary

and minimal; and, therefore, less than significant.

Excavation depths required for both bank protection and the bridge piers would be below the streambed;

therefore, groundwater could potentially be encountered and may need to be removed during the

construction period. The dewatering activity would involve placement of shallow wells close to the
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excavation, drawing down the groundwater in the construction zones. Typically, soil composition within

the dry streambed is such that the discharged dewatering flows would percolate quickly back into the

ground. However, in some instances, the amount of discharged water may create sufficient flow during

dewatering operations to form a continuous wedded channel from the worksite to the river. To protect

water quality in flows back to the river, the water generated would be treated in conformance with

RWQCB conditions. The dewatering discharge would be conveyed through an engineered system

designed to remove particulates, such as a weir tank, which would allow sediment to settle out of

suspension before the water is discharged. To minimize impacts to receiving waters from the dewatering

discharge, each well would be connected either to a larger manifold or individually piped to a specific

discharge point. Each discharge point would consist of a temporary weir tank and energy dissipater.

Discharged water would be allowed to sheet-flow from energy dissipaters allowing the water to percolate

into the dry soil, or the discharge would be routed to a sprinkler field and sprayed over a large area

adjacent to the river/streambed to allow percolation of the entire discharge. Compliance with effluent

limitations pursuant to NPDES requirements would include of Best Management Practices (BMPs) to

minimize erosion of the streambed during construction activities.

In addition, the proposed project would include installation of buried storm drains, approximately seven

storm drain outlets, vegetated swales and water quality basins (e.g., catch/debris basins). All of the storm

drains and water quality control features would be subject to CWA section 402(p), which regulates

construction, municipal, and industrial stormwater discharges under the NPDES program. The proposed

project would implement a stormwater mitigation plan (see EIR, Appendix 4.8.1, Water Quality Report,

May 2010) to comply with NPDES permit requirements. Pursuant to NPDES regulations for permitting of

stormwater drainages, the SWRCB has issued a Statewide General Permit and Waste Discharge

Requirements (WDRs) for stormwater discharges from construction sites. Under the Construction

General Permit, discharges of stormwater from construction sites with a disturbed area of one or more

acres are required to either obtain individual NPDES permits for stormwater discharges or be covered by

the Construction General Permit. The proposed project is anticipated to obtain coverage under the

Construction General Permit by completing and filing a Notice of Intent with the SWRCB and

implementing a Stormwater Pollution Prevent Plan (SWPPP). This plan requires the implementation of

BMPs to reduce or eliminate pollutants in stormwater discharges.

Absent mitigation, there would be significant short-term sedimentation impacts during construction.

These construction-related impacts would be reduced to less than significant through compliance with

the Construction General Permit requirements. As stated, these requirements include preparation of the

SWPPP, which must contain erosion, sediment control, and other potential construction-related pollutant

control BMPs. In addition, the SWPPP requires a Construction Site Monitoring Program, which identifies
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monitoring and sampling requirements during construction. The SWPPP would be developed as

required by, and in compliance with, both the Construction General Permit and the City of Santa Clarita's

standard conditions. All such measures are considered Project Design Features (PDFs) that are required

to be implemented as part of the proposed project (see EIR, Section 4.8.1, Water Quality, Mitigation

Measure 4.8.1-1). With the PDFs in place, all construction-related impacts would be less than significant.

(2) Operation-Related Impacts

(a) Predicted Hydraulic Conditions

(1) Sediment Transport and Deposition (Fluvial Mechanics)

The fluvial analysis conducted as part of the PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009, provides an evaluation of

the existing and proposed fluvial characteristics and long-term stability of the reach of the River Corridor

between the Sand Canyon Road Bridge over the Santa Clara River and the SR-14 Bridge over the Santa

Clara River. This reach includes the project site. The analysis evaluated whether the proposed project

features (buried bank stabilization, storm drain outlets, Vista Canyon Road Bridge, etc.) along and within

the River Corridor would potentially modify the fluvial mechanics of the River through modifications to

the riverbed. This analysis concluded that there is no apparent change in trend between the pre- and

post-project condition to the fluvial mechanics of this reach of the River Corridor and, therefore, impacts

would be less than significant.

(2) Discharge

Implementation of the project’s Drainage Concept would allow runoff from the proposed project’s

tributary area to be directed to various water quality improvements and, subsequently, into a storm drain

system. Treated runoff in this storm drain system would then gravity flow to the Santa Clara River in a

drainage pattern similar to existing conditions. Therefore, while the project would include development

of a storm drain system with predefined outlets to the River Corridor, existing drainage patterns would

not be significantly altered. This is shown in Table 4.20-9, Facility-Related Changes in Discharge at

Downstream Limit of Study, project development would not impact overall discharge in the Santa Clara

River because the pre-project and post-project discharges are the same.

In conclusion, runoff presently flowing to the River Corridor would continue to flow to the River

Corridor in the post-project condition; therefore impacts would be less than significant.
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Table 4.20-9

Facility-Related Changes in Discharge at Downstream Limit of Study

Discharge for Different Return Periods (cfs)

Scenario 2-year 5-year 10-year 25-year 50-year 100-year

Capital

Flood

Existing Conditions 760 3,633 4,200 7,600 12,200 21,690 46,430

Proposed Conditions 760 3,633 4,200 7,600 12,200 21,690 46,430

Net Change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Source: PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009 (see this EIR, Appendix 4.2).

(3) River Velocities

As documented in the PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009, and Section 4.2, Flood, of this EIR, velocities for

the various storm events are not significantly different between the pre- and post-project conditions at

and upstream or downstream of the project site. Consequently, the project would not result in significant

impacts related to river velocities.

(4) Water Surface Elevation

The project site comprises the majority of the property contained within the study reach described in this

analysis. The project drainage facilities (buried bank protection, storm drain outlets/energy dissipaters,

Vista Canyon Road Bridge) create various changes in water surface elevation, as detailed in

Table 4.20-10, Existing and Proposed Project QCAP Water Surface Elevation Changes; however, there are

no increases in water surface elevation beyond the limits of the project site resulting from project

implementation. (PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009, Section 4.1.1.2.) Minor increases in water surface

elevation during the Capital Flood event occur near the upstream end of the project site. These increases

vary from no change at River Station 15600 to 1.2 feet at River Station 14600. Upstream of the proposed

Vista Canyon Road Bridge, the water surface elevation would increase a maximum of 2.5 feet.

Downstream of the proposed Bridge, the maximum increase would be 1.6 feet at River Stations 12600 and

12400. At the downstream project site boundary, there would be no change in water surface elevation.

Most of the project site changes to water surface elevation are 1 foot or less. In a few areas, changes in

water surface elevation exceed 1 foot; however as shown on Table 4.20-10, these changes are infrequent

and localized and would not result in significant impacts.
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Table 4.20-10

Existing and Proposed Project QCAP Water Surface Elevation Changes

HEC-RAS River

Section No.

Existing Condition Water

Surface Elevation (ft)1

Proposed Project

Condition Water

Surface Elevation (ft)2

Change in Water

Surface Level

(inches)

18000 1,542.0 1,542.0 0.0

17900 Existing Sand Canyon Road Bridge

17800 1,537.7 1,537.7 0.0

17600 1,537.1 1,537.1 0.0

17400 1,536.3 1,536.3 0.0

17200 1,533.5 1,533.5 0.0

17000 1,530.8 1,530.8 0.0

16800 1,527.8 1,527.8 0.0

16600 1,526.1 1,526.1 0.0

16400 1,525.0 1,525.0 0.0

16200 1,524.2 1,524.2 0.0

16000 1,523.4 1,523.4 0.0

15800 1,522.8 1,522.8 0.0

15600 1,521.3 1,521.3 0.0

15400 1,517.8 1,517.8 0.0

15200 1,514.7 1,515.0 0.4

15000 1,512.7 1,513.5 0.8

14800 1,510.6 1,511.2 0.6

14600 1,507.9 1,509.1 1.2

14400 1,505.4 1,506.4 0.9

14200 1,503.1 1,504.0 0.9

14000 1,501.2 1,502.1 0.9

13800 1,499.1 1,500.2 1.1

13600 1,497.4 1,498.7 1.3

13400 1,495.5 1,497.2 1.7

13200 1,493.5 1,495.9 2.5

13050 1,490.8 1,493.2 2.4

12920 1,490.0 1,491.5 1.5

12600 1,487.1 1,488.7 1.6

12400 1,485.1 1,486.8 1.6

12200 1,483.6 1,484.6 1.0

12000 1,481.7 1,482.6 1.0

11800 1,480.1 1,480.3 0.2
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HEC-RAS River

Section No.

Existing Condition Water

Surface Elevation (ft)1

Proposed Project

Condition Water

Surface Elevation (ft)2

Change in Water

Surface Level

(inches)

11600 1,478.5 1,478.4 0.0

11400 1,476.8 1,476.8 0.0

11200 1,474.6 1,474.6 0.0

11000 1,472.8 1,472.9 0.0

10800 1,471.0 1,471.0 0.0

10600 1,469.5 1,469.5 0.0

10400 1,467.6 1,467.6 0.0

10200 1,465.7 1,465.7 0.0

10100 Existing SR-14 Freeway Bridge

10000 1,464.5 1,464.5 0.0

Source: PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009 (see this EIR, Appendix 4.2).

1 Existing condition water surface elevations and velocities are based on “n” value of 0.060 for entire width of the river.

2 Proposed condition water surface elevations and velocities are based on “n” value of 0.060 for entire width of the river.

(b) Biological Impacts of Hydraulic Changes

(1) Impacts Related to Sediment Transport and Deposition (Fluvial

Mechanics)

As indicated above, the fluvial analysis conducted as part of the PACE Flood Technical Report, 2009,

concluded that there is no apparent change in trend between the pre- and post-project condition to the

fluvial mechanics of the project reach of the River Corridor. Consequently, impacts on aquatic and

riparian-associated habitat within this reach would be less than significant.

(2) Impacts Related to Discharge

The hydraulic analysis completed for the proposed project has concluded that there would be no change

to river flows. The proposed project would not divert flows to or from the river. The proposed water

reclamation plant, or water factory, also would not result in discharges to the river. Therefore, no

significant impacts would occur due to river flow discharges.

(3) Impact on Velocities

An increase in velocities in the River Corridor could result in significant biological impacts if the increase

would cause (1) widespread and chronic scouring of the channel bed that removes a significant amount

of aquatic, wetland, and riparian habitats from the River Corridor; and/or (2) substantial modification of

the relative amounts of the different habitats in the River Corridor, essentially altering the nature and
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quality of the River Corridor; and/or (3) substantial effects to rare, endangered, threatened, or sensitive

species.

The results of the hydraulic analysis indicate that the velocities in the Santa Clara River would not

increase significantly due to the floodplain modifications associated with the proposed project. Overall,

velocities for all storm events are not significantly different between the pre- and post-project conditions.

The project would only result in localized, minor changes in velocities; therefore, velocity-related impacts

(i.e., due to scouring adversely affecting riverine habitat and special-status species) are considered less

than significant.

(4) Impacts on Water Surface Elevation

An increase in water depth in the Santa Clara River could result in significant biological impacts if the

additional water depth would cause greater “shear forces” (i.e., friction caused by the weight of water) on

the river bottom, and thereby increase scouring of the channel bed and removal of vegetation. This effect

could reduce the extent of aquatic, wetland, and riparian habitats in the River Corridor.

The results of the hydraulic analysis indicate that water depths in the river would not increase

significantly due to the floodplain modifications associated with the proposed project. Water depths for

all storm events would not be significantly different under pre- and post-project conditions (see Table

4.20-10, above). Hence, the floodplain modifications associated with the proposed project would not

cause significant scouring and would not alter the amount and pattern of aquatic, wetland, and riparian

habitats in the river at the project site. Therefore, no significant impacts would occur due to changes in

water depths in the river.

(c) Impacts on Water Quality

The significance of impacts for the pollutants of concern under wet and dry weather conditions are

summarized below (please see Section 4.8.1, Water Quality, of this EIR for additional information and

analysis):

 Sediments: MS4 Permit, LID Ordinance, Construction General Permit, Dewatering General Permit,

and SUSMP-compliant BMPs will be incorporated into the proposed project to address sediment in

both the construction phase and post-development. Mean total suspended solids concentration is

predicted to be less in the post-development condition than in the existing conditions and TSS load is

predicted to increase. Turbidity in stormwater runoff would be controlled through implementation of

a Construction SWPPP, and be permanently reduced through the stabilization of erodible soils with

development. On this basis, the impact of the proposed project on sediments is considered less than

significant.
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 Nutrients (Phosphorus and Nitrogen (Nitrate-N+Nitrite-N, Ammonia-N, and Total Nitrogen)):

MS4 Permit, LID Ordinance, Construction General Permit, Dewatering General Permit, and SUSMP-

compliant BMPs would be incorporated into the proposed project to address nutrients in both the

construction phase and post-development. Total phosphorus load and concentration; nitrate- plus

nitrite-nitrogen, ammonia, and total nitrogen loads and ammonia concentration are predicted to

increase; and nitrate- plus nitrite-nitrogen, and total nitrogen concentrations are predicted to decrease

in the post-developed condition. Nitrate-N plus nitrite-N and ammonia-N concentrations are

predicted to be below Basin Plan objectives and TMDL waste load allocations. The predicted total

nutrient concentrations are not expected to cause increased algal growth. On this basis, the impact of

the proposed project on nutrients is considered less than significant.

 Trace Metals: MS4 Permit, LID Ordinance, Construction General Permit, General Dewatering Permit,

and SUSMP-compliant BMPs would be incorporated into the proposed project to address trace

metals in both the construction phase and post-development. The mean loads of dissolved copper,

total lead, and dissolved zinc and the concentration of total lead are predicted to increase with project

development, while concentrations of dissolved copper and dissolved zinc are predicted to decrease.

Mean concentrations of dissolved copper, total lead, and dissolved zinc are predicted to be below

benchmark Basin Plan objectives and CTR criteria. Cadmium is not expected to be present at

significant levels in project runoff. On this basis, the impact of the proposed project on trace metals is

considered less than significant.

 Chloride: MS4 Permit, Construction General Permit, Dewatering General Permit, and SUSMP-

compliant BMPs would be incorporated into the proposed project to address chloride loads (via

volume reduction) in both the construction phase and post-development. The mean concentration

and load of chloride is predicted to increase with development. The predicted concentration is well

below the Basin Plan objective and is within the range of observed values in Santa Clara River Reach

7. On this basis, the impact of the proposed project on chloride is considered less than significant.

 Pesticides: Pesticides in runoff may or may not increase in the post-development phase as a result of

landscape applications. Proposed pesticide management practices, including source control, removal

with sediments in treatment control PDFs, and advanced irrigation controls, in compliance with the

requirements of the MS4 Permit and the SUSMP Manual, would minimize the presence of pesticides

in runoff. During the construction phase, erosion and sediment control BMPs implemented per

General Construction Permit and General De-Watering Permit requirements would prevent

pesticides associated with sediment from being discharged. Final site stabilization will limit mobility

of legacy pesticides that may be present in pre-development conditions. On this basis, the impact of

the proposed project on pesticides is considered less than significant.

 Pathogens: Post-development pathogen sources include both natural and anthropogenic sources. The

natural sources include bird and mammal excrement. Anthropogenic sources include leaking septic

and sewer systems and pet wastes. The proposed project would not include septic systems and the

sewer system will be designed to current standards which minimizes the potential for leaks. Thus pet

wastes are the primary source of concern. The PDFs would include source controls and treatment

controls which in combination should help to reduce pathogen indicator levels in post-construction

stormwater runoff. Pathogens are not expected to occur at elevated levels during the construction-

phase of the project. On this basis, the proposed project’s impact on pathogen and pathogen

indicators is considered less than significant.
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 Hydrocarbons: Hydrocarbon concentrations would likely increase in post-development because of

vehicular emissions and leaks. In stormwater runoff, hydrocarbons are often associated with soot

particles that can combine with other solids in the runoff. Such materials are subject to treatment in

the proposed bioretention areas, and vegetated swales. Source control BMPs incorporated in

compliance with the MS4 Permit and the SUSMP requirements also would minimize the presence of

hydrocarbons in runoff. During the construction phase, pursuant to the Construction General Permit,

the Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan must include BMPs that address proper

handling of petroleum products on the construction site, such as proper petroleum product storage

and spill response practices, and those BMPs must effectively prevent the release of hydrocarbons to

runoff per the Best Available Technology Economically Achievable and Best Conventional Pollutant

Control Technology standards. On this basis, the impact of the proposed project on hydrocarbons is

considered less than significant.

 Trash and Debris: Trash and debris in runoff are likely to increase in post-development if left

unchecked. However, the project PDFs, including source control and treatment BMPs incorporated in

compliance with the MS4 Permit and the SUSMP requirements, would minimize the adverse impacts

of trash and debris. Source controls such as street sweeping, public education, fines for littering,

covered trash receptacles, and storm drain stenciling are effective in reducing the amount of trash

and debris that is available for mobilization during wet weather. During the construction phase,

PDFs implemented per Construction General Permit and General De-Watering Permit requirements

would remove trash and debris through the use of BMPs such as catch basin inserts and by general

good housekeeping practices. Trash and debris are not expected to significantly impact receiving

waters due to the implementation of the project PDFs.

 Methylene Blue Activated Substances (MBAS): In the post-development phase, the presence of soap

in runoff from the project would be controlled through the source control PDFs, including a public

education program on residential and charity car washing and the provision of a centralized car wash

area directed to sanitary sewer in the multi-family residential areas. Other sources of MBAS, such as

cross connections between sanitary and storm sewers, are unlikely given modern sanitary sewer

installation methods and inspection and maintenance practices. During the construction phase,

equipment and vehicle washing would not use soaps or any other MBAS sources. Therefore, MBAS

are not expected to significantly impact the receiving waters of the proposed project.

 Cyanide: In addition to the expected relatively low level of cyanide in untreated stormwater, cyanide

in runoff from the proposed project would be readily removed by biological uptake, degradation by

microorganisms, and by volatilization in the treatment PDFs. Therefore cyanide is not expected to

significantly impact the receiving waters of the project.

 Bioaccumulation: In the literature, the primary pollutants that are of concern with regard to

bioaccumulation are mercury and selenium. However, selenium and mercury are not of concern in

the project’s watershed, so bioaccumulation of selenium and mercury is also not expected to result

either during the construction or post-development project phases. On this basis, the potential for

bioaccumulation in the project PDFs or in the Santa Clara River and adverse effects on waterfowl and

other species is considered less than significant.

 Construction Impacts: Construction impacts on water quality are generally caused by soil

disturbance and subsequent suspended solids discharge. These impacts would be minimized through

implementation of construction BMPs that meet or exceed measures required by the Construction
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General Permit, as well as BMPs that control the other potential construction-related pollutants (e.g.,

petroleum hydrocarbons and metals). A SWPPP specifying BMPs for the site that meet or exceed Best

Available Technology economically achievable/Best Conventional Pollutant Control Technology

standards would be developed as required by, and in compliance with, the Construction General

Permit and Los Angeles County Standard Conditions. Erosion control BMPs, including but not

limited to hydro-mulch, erosion control blankets, stockpile stabilization, and other physical soil

stabilization techniques would be implemented to prevent erosion, whereas sediment controls,

including but not limited to silt fencing, sedimentation ponds, and secondary containment on

stockpiles will be implemented to trap sediment and prevent discharge. Non-stormwater and

construction waste and materials management BMPs, such as vehicle and equipment fueling and

washing BMPs; nonvisible pollutant monitoring; and BMPs to manage materials, products, and solid,

sanitary, concrete, hazardous, and hydrocarbon wastes also would be deployed to protect

construction site runoff quality. On this basis, the construction-related impact of the project on water

quality is considered less than significant.

 Regulatory Requirements: The proposed project would satisfy MS4 Permit requirements for new

development, including SUSMP and SQMP requirements; satisfy construction-related requirements

of the Construction General Permit and General Dewatering Permit; and comply with the

requirements of the County’s LID Ordinance; and, therefore, comply with water quality regulatory

requirements applicable to stormwater runoff.

 Groundwater Quality Impacts (Nitrate-N+Nitrite-N): MS4 Permit, LID Ordinance, Construction

General Permit, Dewatering General Permit, and SUSMP-compliant BMPs would be

incorporated into the project to address nutrients in both the construction phase and post-

development. Nitrate- plus nitrite-nitrogen concentrations are predicted to decrease in the post-

developed condition. The predicted nitrate-nitrogen plus nitrite-nitrogen concentration in

stormwater runoff after treatment in the project PDFs and in irrigation water is well below the

groundwater quality objective. On this basis, the potential for adversely affecting groundwater

quality is considered less than significant.

 Groundwater Recharge Impacts: Project stormwater runoff would be discharged to the Santa

Clara River after treatment, whose channel is predominantly natural and consists of vegetation

and coarse-grained sediments (rather than concrete). The porous nature of the sands and gravels

forming the streambed would allow for significant infiltration to occur to the underlying

groundwater. Also, irrigation water is predicted to be fully infiltrated during dry weather, which

would increase groundwater recharge from the project site. On this basis, the proposed project’s

impact on groundwater recharge is considered less than significant.

As documented above, the proposed project would not result in any significant water quality impacts;

therefore, there would be no significant impacts on aquatic and riparian-related resources within the

River Corridor.

(d) Impacts on Sensitive Aquatic Species

The long-term historical record for the Santa Clara River indicates it has always been relatively dry in the

project site area and restoration to previous conditions should not be aimed at developing permanent
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water flows in this area. As indicated below, no significant impacts to the sensitive aquatic species

addressed would occur as a result of project implementation. This is generally because no substantial

change to the aquatic habitats that support sensitive species would occur, as discussed below.

(1) Special-Status Fish Species

Within the SEA/FEMA overlay boundary, arroyo chub, Santa Ana sucker, and unarmored threespine

stickleback, are each known to be present in Soledad Canyon, upstream of the project site, and also have

been found at downstream locations and tributaries, including Bouquet Canyon, San Francisquito

Canyon, and Castaic Creek. However, the project reach of the Santa Clara River is dry throughout most

of the year, including during times of nest construction and spawning, such that reproduction is not

possible. In addition, the arroyo chub, Santa Ana sucker, and the unarmored threespine stickleback were

not detected on the project site and have a low potential for occurring due to the dry condition of the

river; thus, on-site habitat is not considered suitable, nor is it considered suitable breeding habitat

because these species require perennial streams or creeks and the river reach through the project site

rarely supports surface flows. Nevertheless, it is generally presumed that dispersing individuals of each

of these fish species could be present on the project site during times of surface flows in the Santa Clara

River following larger infrequent winter storms.

Implementation of project development is unlikely to affect these special-status fish species. As discussed

above, there would be no significant increase in water surface elevation, velocity, or sedimentation of the

river as a result of project development. Based upon these facts, no impacts are anticipated to populations

of arroyo chub, Santa Ana sucker, or unarmored threespine stickleback within the project reach.63

(2) Special-Status Amphibians

As stated above, within the SEA/FEMA overlay boundary, special-status amphibian species were

assessed for presence or absence within the project reach of the Santa Clara River. Based on the Biological

Assessment, 2008, special-status amphibian species were not detected on the project site and are not

expected to occur because of a lack of suitable habitat present on site or within the immediate vicinity,

with the exception of the western spadefoot toad. The western spadefoot toad is designated a species of

special concern.

Western Spadefoot Toad. The western spadefoot toad was present in low numbers on the project site,

however, the project's proposed development would result in significant impacts to this species absent

63 The Santa Ana speckled dace was not detected on the project site and is not expected or known to occur in the

Santa Clara River watershed; therefore, the proposed project would not have any significant impact on the

species.
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mitigation. Numerous sightings of western spadefoot toad have been documented in the Santa Clarita

Valley over at least the last five years. At several of these locations within the project vicinity (e.g.,

Riverpark, West Creek, Plum Canyon) spadefoot were relocated to created habitats under the direction of

CDFG. As a result of successful relocation efforts in the Santa Clarita Valley and elsewhere, the success

rate has increased for spadefoot toad habitat relocation and enhancement efforts. In addition, CDFG has

approved mitigation plans for the relocation of spadefoot on several projects within the Santa Clarita

Valley and elsewhere in southern California. (See Spadefoot Plan, 2009.)

On that basis, the project proposes implementation of the Spadefoot Plan, 2009, an on-site habitat

enhancement and monitoring plan for the western spadefoot toad. With implementation of this

mitigation plan, project impacts to western spadefoot toad would be reduced to less than significant.

Information regarding both the habitat enhancement plan and the associated monitoring plan is provided

in the Spadefoot Plan, 2009, which is found in Appendix 4.6 of this EIR.

Although the arroyo toad was not detected on the project site and is not expected to occur because of a

lack of suitable habitat present, the arroyo toad, a federal endangered species, bears further consideration.

Arroyo Toad. The arroyo toad is known to be present above Castaic Lake, in Castaic Creek; in the Santa

Clara River near its confluence with San Francisquito Creek downstream to the confluence with Castaic

Creek; and in Soledad Canyon. Potential habitat for arroyo toad exists in the upper Santa Clara River

basin, within San Francisquito Canyon and Bouquet Canyon drainages. The reach of the river within the

project site is dry throughout most of the year, including during times of larval development;

reproduction, therefore, is not possible on the project site. On-site, focused surveys for arroyo toad were

initiated but not completed following consultation with USFWS, at which time it was concluded that

suitable habitat is not present on the project site. It is presumed that a very low possibility exists that

dispersing individuals of arroyo toad could be present on the project site during exceptionally wet years

while suitable conditions prevail.

Implementation of project-related development would not impact or substantially affect the arroyo toad

because of the lack of on-site suitable habitat. In addition, as discussed above, there would be no

significant increase in water surface elevation, velocity, or sedimentation of the river as a result of the

project's proposed development; as a result, project changes in these conditions do not significantly affect

the nature, location, and amount of waters/streambed, wetlands, and riparian habitats along the river,

and any special-status species that may inhabit these areas during infrequent winter storm events. On

that basis, no impacts to arroyo toad populations are anticipated.
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(3) Special-Status Reptiles

Within the SEA/FEMA overlay boundary, as stated above, special-status reptile species were assessed for

presence or absence within the project reach of the Santa Clara River. Based on the Biological Assessment,

2008, special-status reptile species were not detected on the project site and are not expected to occur

because of a lack of suitable habitat present on site or within the immediate vicinity, with the exception of

the coast horned lizard (present) and the silvery legless lizard (not present but may occur in low numbers

due to suitable habitat). Both reptiles are designated species of special concern.

Coast Horned Lizard. The coast horned lizard (Phrynosoma coronatum) occurs throughout most of

California in locations west of the desert and Cascade-Sierran highlands, in elevations from sea level to

around 2,438 meters (8,000 feet) AMSL (Stebbins 2003). Despite a wide-ranging distribution, the coast

horned lizard seems to be restricted to localized populations because of its association with loose soils

that have a high sand content (Jennings and Hayes 1994). The species is found in a wide variety of

vegetation types with the requisite loose sandy soils, including California sagebrush scrub, annual

grassland, chaparral, oak woodland, riparian woodland, and coniferous forest (Klauber 1939; Stebbins

1954). Other identified habitat characteristics include open areas with limited overstory for basking and

low but relatively dense shrubs for refuge (Jennings and Hayes 1994). In inland areas, the species is

restricted to areas with pockets of open microhabitat, created by disturbance (e.g., floods, fire, roads,

grazed areas, fire breaks) (Jennings and Hayes 1994).

The two main threats to the coast horned lizard from urban development are habitat loss and

fragmentation and the spread of Argentine ants. Habitat fragmentation is a threat because coast horned

lizards have limited mobility and relatively small home ranges. They are considered to be relatively

sedentary animals and thus unsuitable habitat and physical obstacles, such as roads separating suitable

habitat patches, likely are a significant barrier to dispersal. Argentine ants, as a highly invasive species,

colonize disturbed soils associated with building foundations, roads, and landfills, and they expand into

adjacent areas, eliminating native ant colonies (Ward 1987). Argentine ants are also associated with moist

microhabitats, which may be artificially created by over-irrigation and/or surface runoff from urban

areas. Because coast horned lizards do not appear to eat non-native Argentine ants (Jennings and Hayes

1994), this species can eliminate the coast horned lizard's primary food source.

Other threat factors associated with urban development include an increase in the abundance of urban-

related predators; such as pet, stray, and feral cats and dogs; increased human activity resulting in

collection or habitat degradation (e.g., trampling of vegetation and introduction of exotic species);

pesticides, which may reduce prey or cause secondary poisoning; off-road vehicles; cattle grazing; and
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frequent fires that may cause long-term habitat transitions from shrublands (scrubs and chaparrals) to

annual grassland.

As stated above, the coast horned lizard was present on the north side of the Santa Clara River during

surveys conducted in 2006, and within the floodplain towards the west side of the project site during

surveys in April 2008.

Suitable habitat on site would be permanently and temporarily impacted through implementation of the

proposed project. The coast horned lizard is still a wide-ranging species, however, it is becoming

increasingly uncommon as a result of loss of habitat and impacts from the Argentine ant. Although

construction of the proposed project would be phased over time, the loss of habitat that would occur as a

result of construction and/or grading activities would have a substantial adverse effect on this species.

Direct permanent and temporary impacts (loss of habitat) would be significant, absent mitigation.

Mitigation Measure 4.20-1 requires implementation of the Wetlands Plan, 2009, in order to mitigate for

project impacts to jurisdictional areas within the River Corridor. This plan provides requirements for the

development of a wetlands mitigation plan (including planting palettes, assessment of functions and

values, mitigation, monitoring, success criteria, corrective measures, etc.) for the revegetation, restoration

and/or enhancement of riparian areas within the River Corridor. The River Corridor includes terrestrial

habitats that are used by coast horned lizard, and these areas would benefit from the

restoration/enhancement activities specified in the Wetlands Plan, 2009.

Mitigation Measure 4.20-2 states that prior to grading and construction activities, a qualified biologist

shall attend the pre-construction meeting to ensure timing/location of construction activities do not

conflict with other mitigation requirements; conduct meetings with contractor describing the importance

of restricting work to the restricted areas; discuss procedures for minimizing impacts to wildlife; review

the construction area in the field with the contractor in accordance with the final grading plan; conduct a

final field review of staking; document that all vehicles and equipment entering the project site shall be

inspected and verified cleaned upon arrival during project preconstruction and construction activities;

and be present during initial vegetation clearing and grading.

Mitigation Measure 4.20-3 (and Mitigation Measure 4.6-6 in Section 4.6, Biological Resources) requires

surveys to be conducted in suitable habitat for purposes of capturing and relocating coast horned lizard,

silvery legless lizard, and other special-status reptile species 30 days prior to construction activities.

With implementation of the above mitigation, impacts to coast horned lizard are considered less than

significant.
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Silvery Legless Lizard. The silvery legless lizard (Anniella pulchra pulchra) occurs from Antioch,

California; south through the Coast, Transverse, and Peninsular ranges and the western slopes of the

Sierra Nevada southward into northwestern Baja California, Mexico (Stebbins 2003). The species also

occurs in the Antelope Valley and as isolated populations in disjunct mountain ranges along the western

edge of the Mojave Desert. Silvery legless lizards have been found at elevations ranging from sea level to

1,554 meters (5,100 feet) AMSL (Stebbins 2003).

The silvery legless lizard is a fossorial (i.e., burrowing) animal and is found primarily in areas with sandy

or loose soils where they typically are found beneath leaf litter (Holland and Goodman 1998; Zeiner et al.

1988). This species may be found in sparsely vegetated areas in a variety of habitats, including beach

dunes; chaparral; California sagebrush scrub; oak woodlands; pine forests; pine-oak woodland; sandy

washes; and stream terraces with sycamores, cottonwoods, or oaks (Zeiner et al. 1988; Stebbins 2003;

Holland and Goodman 1998). The species may forage in leaf litter by day for insects, insect larvae, and

spiders and emerge on the surface at dusk or at night (NatureServe 2007; Stebbins 2003). The species is

also found under or in the close vicinity of logs, rocks, old boards, and the compacted debris of woodrat

nests (Jennings and Hayes 1994). Soil moisture is considered essential for legless lizards to conserve

energy at high temperatures and to also allow shedding to occur (Jennings and Hayes 1994). Legless

lizards burrow deeper in the soil in the summer in order to avoid high soil temperature at the surface

(Hunt 1997). Ovulation occurs in May through July and live births occur in July through October, with

typical litter sizes of one or two, but up to four can occur.

The silvery legless lizard's dependence on substrates with a high sand content, which are naturally

spatially variable, as well as their limited dispersal ability, results in highly fragmented populations

(Hunt 1997). The species is vulnerable to habitat disturbance and cannot survive in urbanized,

agricultural, or other areas where a loose substrate in which to burrow has been removed or altered (e.g.,

disturbed by plowing or bulldozing) (Jennings and Hayes 1994). Other factors that may alter the substrate

such that the species cannot survive include livestock grazing, off-road vehicle activities, excessive

trampling by humans, and the introduction of exotic plant species. These factors decrease soil moisture or

alter the conformation of the substrate, which may act to limit the food base or make the substrate

physically unsuitable for silvery legless lizards (Jennings and Hayes 1994). Pesticides may also affect

silvery legless lizards through reduction of prey or secondary poisoning because of its insect diet

(Honegger 1975). Despite their fossorial behavior, legless lizards are preyed upon by a variety of

predators, including domestic and feral cats, which prey heavily on this species (Hunt and Zander 1997).

As stated above, site surveys were performed; however, the silvery legless lizard was not detected on the

project site. Nonetheless, it may be present in low numbers and may occur in sage-scrub dominated

habitats and damper areas within the project site.
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Suitable habitat on site would be permanently and temporarily impacted through implementation of the

proposed project. The silvery legless lizard is still a wide-ranging species, however, its habitat has been

lost to urban development and substantially degraded by other impacts, such as agriculture, grazing, off-

road vehicles, and invasive species. Although construction of the proposed project would be phased over

time, the loss of habitat that would occur as a result of construction and/or grading activities would have

a substantial adverse effect on this species. Direct permanent and temporary impacts (loss of habitat)

would be significant, absent mitigation.

Implementation of Mitigation Measures 4.20-1 through 4.20-3 for the silvery legless lizard would reduce

impacts to the species to less than significant.

(e) Impacts on Special-Status Birds

Within the SEA/FEMA overlay boundary, as stated above, special-status bird species were assessed for

presence or absence within the project reach of the Santa Clara River. Based on the Biological Assessment,

2008, native and non-native vegetation on site provide forage and cover for resident, winter, and migrant

bird species, and provide an intermittent water source from the seasonal low-flow river channel and

irrigation runoff.

During on-site surveys, biologists observed numerous native and non-native bird species at the project

site, with a good number of the detections consisting of birds flying over the property or moving through

it during spring and fall migration. The special-status bird species that were present on site consisted of

the yellow warbler and summer tanager, both species of special concern. In addition, other surveys

resulted in the presence of great egret, California thrasher, and lark sparrow, all designated as “special

animal” species. None of the above species are afforded protection under the federal or state Endangered

Species Acts; however, CDFG is interested in tracking active nesting areas. As to the above species, no

active nests were observed on site or in the adjacent area.

The Biological Assessment, 2008, also identified other special-status bird species that were not detected on

the project site, but had a high or moderate potential for occurring for specified reasons. It also identified

those special-status bird species that were not detected, nor expected to be detected, or with a low

potential for occurring on the project site because of the lack of suitable habitat. In addition, winter field

surveys of all special-status bird species were conducted on the project site. Based on the Bloom Survey,

2009, the project site offers relatively limited wintering habitat for most special-status bird species due to

surrounding residential and commercial development. The Biological Assessment, 2008, also addressed

protected nesting birds.
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Suitable habitat on site would be permanently and temporarily impacted through implementation of the

proposed project. The yellow warbler and summer tanager are wide-ranging species that use a variety of

riparian-associated habitats. Construction of the project's proposed development would be phased over

time, and considerable suitable riparian habitat acreage exists in the River Corridor, associated tributary

drainages, and on-site and off-site open space lands for these and other special-status bird species

migrating through the project area at any given time. Therefore, the permanent loss of suitable habitat

and temporary impacts that would occur to such habitat as a result of construction and/or grading

activities would not significantly impact or substantially affect the available habitat for such species

during project construction and implementation. At the completion of temporary disturbances, riparian-

associated habitats on site also would be restored and/or enhanced, benefitting special-status bird species.

As a result, no mitigation is required for impacts to the special-status bird species; however, several

mitigation measures summarized below would be implemented that further reduce impacts to special-

status bird species, including implementation of the Wetlands Plan, 2009, which includes habitat

preservation, restoration, enhancement, and monitoring of suitable jurisdictional habitat in the River

Corridor. Nonetheless, this EIR recommends additional mitigation to ensure that impacts to special-

status bird species remain less than significant.

In summary, Mitigation Measure 4.20-1 requires implementation of the Wetlands Plan, 2009, in order to

mitigate for project impacts to jurisdictional areas within the Santa Clara River Corridor. This plan

provides requirements for the development of a wetlands mitigation plan (including planting palettes,

assessment of functions and values, mitigation, monitoring, success criteria, corrective measures, etc.) for

the revegetation, restoration and/or enhancement of riparian areas within the River Corridor. The River

Corridor includes habitats that are used by special-status bird species, and these areas would benefit from

the restoration/enhancement activities specified in the Wetlands Plan, 2009.

Mitigation Measure 4.20-4 (and Mitigation Measure 4.6-7 in Section 4.6, Biological Resources) states

that, within 30 days of ground-disturbing activities associated with construction or grading occurring

during the nesting/breeding season of native bird species potentially nesting on the site, surveys shall be

conducted to determine if active nests of protected bird species are present in the disturbance zone or

within 300 feet. The total number of surveys shall be determined by the on-site qualified biologist based

on the construction/grading schedule. If active nests are found, the nests shall be buffered from clearing

and construction in the vicinity.

With implementation of the above mitigation, impacts to yellow warbler, summer tanager, and other

special-status bird species would remain less than significant.
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(f) Impacts on Special-Status Mammals

As stated above, within the SEA/FEMA overlay boundary, special-status mammals were assessed for

presence or absence within the project reach of the Santa Clara River. The Biological Assessment, 2008,

documented the presence of several common mammals on site, and those with the potential for

occurring, or not expected to occur, on the project site.

The Biological Assessment, 2008, also noted the presence of a single San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit, a

special of special concern, on the project site in 2008, and several on-site surveys documented the

presence of scat attributable to the species. Several other special-status mammal species were not detected

on the project site and are not expected to occur or have a low potential for occurring on the project site.

Descriptions of these species and their potential for occurrence are listed in the Biological Assessment, 2008,

Ex. L, pp. 7-9. Most of the species listed therein are not expected to occur or have a low potential for

occurring year-round because of the lack of suitable habitat on site.

San Diego Black-tailed Jackrabbit. The black-tailed jackrabbit (Lepus californicus) is widespread

throughout the western United States, west from central Missouri and Arkansas, and ranges south into

central Mexico (Hall 1981). The subspecies San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit (L. c. bennettii), which is one

of nine subspecies of black-tailed jackrabbit (Dunn et al. 1982), is confined to coastal southern California,

with marginal records being Mt. Pinos in northeastern Ventura County, Arroyo Seco/Pasadena in Los

Angeles County, and the San Felipe Valley and Jacumba in San Diego County (Hall 1981).

The black-tailed jackrabbit occupies many diverse habitats, but primarily is found in arid regions

supporting short-grass habitats. Black-tailed jackrabbits are typically not found in high grass or dense

brush where it is difficult for them to move freely, and the openness of open scrub habitat is probably

preferred over dense chaparral. Black-tailed jackrabbits are common in grasslands that are overgrazed by

cattle, and they are well adapted to using low-intensity agricultural habitats (Lechleitner 1959).

Typical dispersal distances may be relatively short, but black-tailed jackrabbits are capable of dispersing

long distances. Most recorded dispersal distances are less than 0.25 mile, but a juvenile was observed to

disperse 28 miles in 17 weeks (French et al. 1965). Most seasonal movements involve short distances and

may be related to food availability (Bronson and Tiemeir 1959). Recorded home ranges of the black-tailed

jackrabbit typically range from 16 to 300 hectares (49 to 346 acres) (Best 1996; French et al. 1965; Smith

1990).

The San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit is particularly sensitive to habitat fragmentation and isolation of

populations. Because local populations fluctuate in relation to resources, it may disappear from a location

when the size of the habitat patch declines to some critical point no longer large enough to sustain a
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population or the patch becomes too isolated from other occupied habitat for successful dispersal to the

site. Other documented threats to jackrabbits related to urban development area vehicle collisions and

pet, stray, and feral dogs (Lechleitner 1958).

Suitable habitat on site would be permanently and temporarily impacted through implementation of the

proposed project. The San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit is still widespread and relatively common and

forages and breeds in a broad variety of habitats in the project area and surrounding region. The project's

proposed development would be phased over time, and considerable suitable habitat acreage exists in the

River Corridor, associated tributary drainages, and on-site and off-site open space lands for these and

other special-status mammal species migrating through the project area at any given time. Therefore, the

permanent loss of suitable habitat and temporary impacts that would occur to such habitat as a result of

construction and/or grading activities would not significantly impact or substantially affect the available

habitat for the San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit and other special-status mammals during project

construction and implementation. At the completion of temporary disturbances, riparian-associated

habitats on site also would be restored and/or enhanced, benefitting special-status species, including the

San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit. As a result, no mitigation is required for impacts to the special-status

mammal species; however, Mitigation Measures 4.20-1 and 4.20-2, described below, would be

implemented that further reduce impacts to special-status mammal species, including implementation of

the Wetlands Plan, 2009, as discussed above. Nonetheless, this EIR recommends one additional mitigation

measure to ensure that impacts to San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit remain less than significant.

In summary, Mitigation Measure 4.20-5 (and Mitigation Measure 4.6-6 in Section 4.6, Biological

Resources) requires a survey within the proposed disturbance area to identify, flush, capture, and

relocate San Diego black-tailed jackrabbits 30 days prior to construction in suitable habitats. If San Diego

black-tailed jackrabbits are present, non-breeding rabbits would be flushed from areas to be disturbed.

Dens, depressions, nests, or burrows occupied by pups shall be flagged, and ground-disturbing activities

shall be avoided within a minimum of 200 feet during the pup rearing season (February 15 through

July 1). This buffer may be reduced based on the location of the den upon consultation with CDFG.

Occupied maternity dens, depressions, nests, or burrows shall be flagged for avoidance and a biological

monitor shall be present during construction. If unattended young are discovered, they shall be relocated

to suitable habitat by a qualified biologist. The applicant shall document all San Diego black-tailed

jackrabbit identified, flushed, avoided, or moved and provide a written report to CDFG. Capture and

relocation of animals shall only be conducted by a qualified biologist based on consultation with CDFG.

With implementation of the above mitigation, impacts to San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit and other

special-status mammals would remain less than significant.
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(g) Impacts on Special-Status Plants

As stated above, within the SEA/FEMA overlay boundary, special-status plant species were assessed for

presence or absence within the project reach of the Santa Clara River. Special-status plant surveys were

conducted on site in 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009. Based on geographic location, substrate, elevation, habitat

type and quality, the majority of the special-status plant species on CNDDB and the CNPS database were

not detected on the project site and are not expected to occur, or have a low potential for occurring on

site. Descriptions of these special-status plant species, their status, habitat, elevation range, life form,

flowering period, and their potential for occurrence are listed on Exhibit I found in the Biological

Assessment, 2008. The special-status plant species present on the project site, those expected to occur, and

those with a moderate to high potential to occur, are also listed in Exhibit I. There were no special-status

plant species found within the SEA/FEMA overlay boundary of the project site. However, two special-

status plant species, slender mariposa lily (Calochortus clavatus var. gracilis) and Peirson’s morning glory

(Calystegia peirsonii) were present within the overall project site. Descriptions of those plant species,

followed by an impacts analysis and any associated mitigation, is provided in Section 4.6, Biological

Resources, of this EIR.

6. MITIGATION MEASURES PROPOSED BY THIS EIR

The mitigation measures contained in Section 4.2, Flood, and Section 4.6, Biological Resources, as they

relate to the SEA/FEMA overlay, are recommended for implementation. The proposed project would also

utilize innovative buried bank stabilization techniques to meet the requirements of flood control while

still maintaining the natural resources within the Santa Clara River Corridor. In addition, the following

mitigation measures are proposed:

4.20-1 The project applicant shall implement the Wetlands Plan, 2009, in order to:

(a) Satisfy the mitigation requirements of local, state, and federal agencies for wetland

and riparian habitat;

(b) Create or restore riparian and riverine vegetation communities suitable for nesting,

foraging, and breeding by native animal species;

(c) Create or restore vegetation communities to be compatible with the fluvial

morphology and hydrology of the stream channel corridor;

(d) Create or restore vegetation communities to be consistent with adjacent, existing

riparian vegetation communities; and

(e) Create or restore vegetation communities to be self-sustaining and functional

beyond the maintenance and monitoring period.
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In implementing the Wetlands Plan, 2009, the applicant shall implement the maintenance

activities during the specified monitoring, the monitoring plan for the mitigation areas,

the reporting requirements, and the contingency measures specified in that plan. The

applicant also must satisfy the performance standards and success criteria set forth in

that plan. The maintenance and monitoring will be subject to approval of the City's

Community Development Department.

4.20-2 Prior to grading and construction activities, a qualified biologist shall be retained to

conduct a worker environmental awareness program for all construction/contractor

personnel. A list of construction personnel who have completed training prior to the start

of construction shall be maintained on site and this list shall be updated as required

when new personnel start work. No construction worker may work in the field for more

than five days without participating in the program. The qualified biologist shall provide

ongoing guidance to construction personnel and contractors to ensure compliance with

environmental/permit regulations and mitigation measures. The qualified biologist shall

perform the following:

 Provide training materials and briefings to all personnel working on site. The

material shall include but not be limited to the identification and status of plant and

wildlife species, significant natural plant community habitats (e.g., riparian), fire

protection measures, and review of mitigation requirements;

 A discussion of the federal and state Endangered Species Acts, Bald and Golden

Eagle Protection Act, Migratory Bird Treaty Act, other state or federal permit

requirements and the legal consequences of non-compliance with these acts;

 Attend the pre-construction meeting to ensure that timing/location of construction

activities do not conflict with other mitigation requirements (e.g., seasonal surveys

for nesting birds, pre-construction surveys, or relocation efforts);

 Conduct meetings with the contractor and other key construction personnel

describing the importance of restricting work to designated areas. Maps showing the

location of special-status wildlife or populations of rare plants, exclusion areas, or

other construction limitations (e.g., limitations on nighttime work) will be provided

to the environmental monitors and construction crews prior to ground disturbance;

 Discuss procedures for minimizing harm to or harassment of wildlife encountered

during construction and provide a contact person in the event of the discovery of

dead or injured wildlife;

 Review/designate the construction area in the field with the contractor in accordance

with the final grading plan;

 Ensure that haul roads, access roads, and on-site staging and storage areas are sited

within grading areas to minimize degradation of vegetation communities adjacent to

these areas (if activities outside these limits are necessary, they shall be evaluated by

the biologist to ensure that no special-status species habitats will be affected);
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 Conduct a field review of the staking (to be set by the surveyor) designating the

limits of all construction activity;

 Flag or temporarily fence any construction activity areas immediately adjacent to

riparian areas;

 Ensure and document that required pre-construction surveys and/or relocation

efforts have been implemented; and

 Be present during initial vegetation clearing and grading.

4.20-3 Prior to construction the applicant shall develop a relocation plan for coast horned lizard,

silvery legless lizard, and other special-status reptile species. The plan shall include, but

not be limited to, the timing and location of the surveys that would be conducted for

each species; identify the locations where more intensive efforts should be conducted;

identify the habitat and conditions in the proposed relocation site(s); the methods that

would be utilized for trapping and relocating the individual species; and provide for the

documentation/recordation of the species and number of the animals relocated. The plan

shall be submitted to the City 60 days prior to any ground disturbing activities within

potentially occupied habitat.

The plan shall include the specific survey and relocation efforts that would occur for

construction activities during the activity period of the special-status species (generally

March to November) and for periods when the species may be present in the work area

but difficult to detect due to weather conditions (generally December through February).

Thirty days prior to construction activities in coastal scrub, chaparral, oak woodland,

riparian habitats, or other areas supporting these species, qualified biologists shall

conduct surveys to capture and relocate individual coast horned lizard, silvery legless

lizard, and other special-status reptile species in order to avoid or minimize impacts to

such species. The plan shall require a minimum of two (2) surveys conducted during the

time of year/day when each species is most likely to be observed. Individuals shall be

relocated to nearby undisturbed areas with suitable habitat. If construction is scheduled

to occur during the low activity period (generally December through February), the

surveys shall be conducted prior to this period if possible. The qualified biologist will be

present during ground-disturbing activities immediately adjacent to or within habitat

that supports populations of these species. Clearance surveys for special-status reptiles

shall be conducted by a qualified biologist prior to the initiation of construction each day.

Results of the surveys and relocation efforts shall be provided to City in an annual

mitigation status report.

4.20-4 Within 30 days of ground-disturbing activities associated with construction or grading

that would occur during the nesting/breeding season of native bird species potentially

nesting on site (typically March through August in the project region, or as determined

by a qualified biologist), the applicant shall have surveys conducted by a qualified

biologist to determine if active nests of bird species protected by the Migratory Bird

Treaty Act and/or the California Fish and Game Code are present in the disturbance zone

or within 300 feet of the disturbance zone. Pre-construction surveys shall include
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nighttime surveys to identify active rookery sites. The total number of surveys shall be

determined by the on-site qualified biologist based on the construction/grading schedule.

If active nests are found, clearing and construction within 300 feet of the nest shall be

postponed or halted, at the discretion of the biologist in consultation with CDFG, until

the nest is vacated and juveniles have fledged, as determined by the biologist, and there

is no evidence of a second attempt at nesting. Limits of construction to avoid an active

nest shall be established in the field with flagging, fencing, or other appropriate barriers

and construction personnel shall be instructed on the sensitivity of nest areas. The

biologist shall serve as a construction monitor during those periods when construction

activities will occur near active nest areas to ensure that no inadvertent impacts to these

nests occur. Results of the surveys shall be provided to CDFG in an annual mitigation

status report.

4.20-5 Thirty days prior to construction activities in grassland, scrub, oak woodland, riverbank,

or other suitable habitat, a qualified biologist shall conduct a survey within the proposed

construction disturbance zone and within 200 feet of the disturbance zone for San Diego

black-tailed jackrabbit and other special-status mammals.

If San Diego black-tailed jackrabbits or other special-status species are present, non-

breeding mammals shall be flushed from areas to be disturbed. Occupied dens,

depressions, nests, or burrows shall be flagged and ground-disturbing activities avoided

within a minimum of 200 feet during the pup-rearing season (February 15 through July

1). This buffer may be reduced based on the location of the den upon consultation with

the City and CDFG. Occupied maternity dens, depressions, nests, or burrows shall be

flagged for avoidance, and a biological monitor shall be present during construction. If

unattended young are discovered, they shall be relocated to suitable habitat by a

qualified biologist. The applicant shall document all San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit

identified, avoided, or moved and provide a written report to the City with a copy to

CDFG.

7. CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

The focus of this portion of the analysis is on the project-related changes in hydraulic conditions in and

along the River Corridor, and whether those changes significantly impact jurisdictional and riparian-

associated resources within the Corridor, in combination with the conditions caused by other

development immediately upstream and downstream of the project site. For purposes of this analysis, it

is recognized that the project site is surrounded by existing development both upstream and downstream

(see Figure 4.20-1). In addition, it should be noted that a broader cumulative impacts analysis related to

biological resources is found in this EIR, Section 4.6, Biological Resources. This broader analysis is

incorporated by this reference.

All development within the portion of the Santa Clara River watershed located in Los Angeles County,

including that within the City of Santa Clarita, is required to comply with the DPW QCAP requirements to
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ensure that upstream or downstream flooding does not occur. Compliance with these requirements

would ensure consistency with the County’s QCAP model, which was developed assuming build-out of the

Santa Clara River watershed. Pursuant to DPW requirements, all drainage systems in developments that

carry runoff from developed areas must be designed for the 25-year Urban Design storm. DPW also

prohibits increases in off-site post-development storm flows and increases in storm flow velocities.

Therefore, adherence to this policy would result in no cumulative increases in velocity or

erosion/sedimentation impacts along the Santa Clara River. Development in the Los Angeles County

portion of the watershed also must comply with DPW design criteria. As a result of this regulatory

compliance program, overall storm runoff discharge quantities from the watershed under post-

development runoff conditions would be equal to existing conditions, consistent with DPW

requirements.

Other projects within both the County and the City would be subject not only to the same general

requirements as the proposed project, but to such other requirements as the City and DPW would

specifically identify (as applicable) for other projects based on their unique topographic and geologic

characteristics.

Based on the analysis of the project conditions, above, the project’s proposed development, which must

comply with all County and City requirements, would not create any significant cumulative impacts

upstream or downstream of the project site. Compliance with the applicable regulations would result in

the same discharge from the project post-development as compared to pre-development levels; and, thus,

runoff from the project site would cause no incremental increase in the cumulative impact of watershed-

wide development. Therefore, the mosaic of habitats in the River Corridor that support jurisdictional and

riparian-associated habitat and special-status species would not be significantly impacted.

8. CUMULATIVE MITIGATION MEASURES

No additional mitigation measures beyond those contained in this section, Section 4.2, Flood, and

Section 4.6, Biological Resources, are required because no significant cumulative impacts to sensitive

biological resources would occur with the project’s proposed development within the Santa Clara River

SEA.

9. SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS

Based on the above analysis, there would be no significant unavoidable impacts to the Santa Clara River

SEA/FEMA overlay within the project reach with implementation of the proposed project.




